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Meaningful Mingling: Classicizing Imagery and 
Islamicizing Script in a Byzantine Bowl 
Alicia Walker 

Among the sacred relics, precious liturgical implements, and 
luxurious curios assembled in the treasury of the church of S. 
Marco, Venice, sits a well-known middle Byzantine vessel of 
purple-red glass embellished with bright polychrome enamel 
and gold paint (Fig. 1). Measuring only 6% inches (17 cen­
timeters) in height and the same in diameter, this delicate 
object fits in the palm of one's hand. When light passes 
through the vessel's walls, the motifs are dramatically illumi­
nated. Ivory-colored figures highlighted in gold fill seven 
large medallions. Brilliant frames of blue, green, yellow, and 
red florettes encircle these almost monochrome vignettes. 
Fourteen smaller medallions enclose profile busts, and a web 
of gilded tendrils weaves through the interstices. The vessel's 
translucent material, vibrantly painted details, and diminu­
tive size endow it with a jewellike quality. The exact date and 
location of the object's production are unknown, but schol­
arly consensus places it in the mid-tenth to early eleventh 
century and associates it with the luxury art industry of the 
Byzantine capital, Constantinople.} 
Because the vessel resides in a church treasury, alongside 
liturgical objects, a modern viewer might at first glance mis­
take it for a chalice.2 But the tWo handles, which make it 
possi~le for the vessel to function as a cup, were not part of 
the initial design. Since the outer surface is decorated with an 
odd number of vignettes, one grip always overlaps a roundel, 
a design that seems unlikely to have been intentionaL It is 
more logical to assume that the object originally functioned 
without handles, as a bowL Furthermore, close examination 
reveals a decorative program clearly unsuitable for a liturgical 
implement. The large roundels feature classicizing male fig­
ures, and the profile busts in the smaller medallions recall 
Greco-Roman and late antique numismatic and glyptic mod­
els (Figs. 1, 2).3 These themes were certainly inappropriate 
for an object used in Christian rites. Additionally, whereas 
middle Byzantine chalices were commonly inscribed with 
prayers and dedications in Greek, the interior rim and bot­
tom of the S. Marco bowl are embellished with bands of 
pseudo-Arabic, that is, forms that closely resemble Arabic 
script but are illegible (Figs. 3,4).4 Both the classicizing and 
Islamicizing features were part of the original design; a dis­
tinctive leaf motif appears in the inscriptions and in two of 
the figural vignettes, evidence of their common conception 
and execution (Figs. 3, 4, 9, 12). At the same time, their 
arrangement on the vessel distinguishes the two categories of 
decoration, with the classicizing elements depicted promi­
nently on the outer wall of the vessel and the pseudo-Arabic 
bands positioned in less visible areas of the inner rim and 
base. 
The presence of a non-Christian object in the decidedly 
religious context of a church treasury is not surprising. Fol­
lowing the Fourth Crusade in 1204, a multitude of Byzantine 
luxury objects, both secular and sacred, were removed from 
Constantinople and eventually found their way into ecclesi­
astical and private collections in the West.s The bowl may well 
have traveled as Crusader booty, its material and symbolic 
value making it a fitting trophy for a Latin Christian and, 
later, his church. Still puzzling, however, is the object's com­
bination of two seemingly unrelated categories of motifs: 
classicizing imagery and Islamicizing script. In isolation, each 
theme is commonly found in middle Byzantine art. Although 
Christian, medieval Byzantines perceived themselves as inher­
itors and renovators of Greco-Roman culture. Antique myth­
ological narratives and vignettes feature prominently in mid­
dle Byzantine secular objects, especially those of the tenth 
and eleventh centuries.6 Although the medieval Islamic 
world was a perennial political and military adversary of 
Byzantium, animosity did not preclude artistic exchange. 
Pseudo-Arabic ornament found in numerous tenth- to thir­
teenth-century Byzantine buildings and portable objects at­
tests to Islamic artistic impact in Byzantium during this era.7 
Yet the bulk of these Byzantine works of art and architecture 
are religious, and their Christian character inflects the mean­
ing that their Islamicizing decoration conveyed. In contrast, 
the pagan imagery of the S. Marco bowl creates a different 
context and significance for pseudo-Arabic. 
The classicizing motifs on the vessel vary in their relations 
to antique models. Some figures possess clear parallels to 
Greco-Roman and late antique depictions of specific deities, 
while the identities and sources of other figures are ambigu­
ous. In response to this iconographic uncertainty, some his­
torians of Byzantine art argue that the maker of the vessel 
misunderstood or disregarded the identities of his ancient 
models.s Other scholars discern a generic relationship 
among the figures, interpreting the classicizing decoration as 
a formulaic allusion to the prestigious aura of antique art and 
culture.9 Still others suggest that the figures' iconographic 
ambiguity and lack of identifying inscriptions are intentional 
omissions, serving to disempower pagan images.lO 
The pseudo-Arabic motifs are typically explained as a dec­
orative and generic appropriation of an Islamic artistic 
form.}} The combination of Islamicizing ornament and clas­
sicizing vignettes is said to evince aesthetic eclecticism­
perhaps intended to bring the Greco-Roman decorative mo­
tifs "up to date"-but no deeper association is perceived 
between the twO.12 In all these discussions, the original func­
tion of the bowl has received little consideration. A clearly 
secular object, the vessel is presumed to have been used in a 
private context and has been related to an "Arab" drinking 
cup cited in a letter written by a mid-tenth-century Byzantine 
emperor. 13 
No doubt, some medieval viewers saw only an aesthetically 
pleasing array of antique figures-or a dangerous gathering 
of pagan idols-when they gazed on the S. Marco bowl. But 
others may have perceived a meaningful mingling of classi­
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1 S. Marco bowl, 11th-12th century, 
enameled and gilded glass, h. 6% in. 
(17 em), diam. 6% in. (17 em) (with 
handles 13 in., or 33 em). Treasury of 
S. Marco, Venice (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided 
by the Procuratoria di San Marco, 
Venice) 
cizing and exoticizing elements. By perpetuating an assump­
tion that the program of the bowl lacks particular signifi­
cance, earlier interpretations instigate a rupture between the 
pagan and foreign elements on the object and in Byzantine 
culture more broadly. Although the hybrid nature of the 
vessel's program defies easy explanation, eclecticism and id­
iosyncrasy need not be equated with confusion or lack of 
meaning. -Rather, the active selection and combination of 
classicizing and Islamicizing features may reflect the artistic 
innovation of the medieval maker, who adapted art fonns 
from the Greco-Roman past and Islamic present to express 
the particular associations that these non-Christian cultures 
held for the Byzantine user. It may be fruitful, therefore, to 
focus not on the deficit of meaning between the Byzantine 
object and its iconographic and inscriptional models but 
rather on the creation of meaning within the vessel itself, on 
the significant relation this object establishes between Islamic 
and classical cultures, on the one hand, and between these 
groups and Byzantine culture, on the other. 
It is possible that the hybrid program of the S. Marco bowl 
reflects a perception prevalent among the middle Byzantine 
educated elite that both the ancient Greek and contemporary 
Islamic worlds were sources for occult learning, specifically, 
divination. The vessel may reflect knowledge of antique divi­
natory culture and may even have been used in lecanomantic 
hydromancy, that is, divination through containers filled with 
water. Lecanomancy and hydromancy were ancient mantic, or 
divinatory, techniques with relatively consistent textual tradi­
tions until at least the fifteenth century.14 The practitioner 
gazed into a vessel and witnessed revelations communicated in 
the surface of the liquid. Information was sought from demons, 
spirits, or deities, depending on whom the medium conjured. 
The small size of the S. Marco bowl limited the area in which the 
message appeared, serving to concentrate the diviner's atten­
tion and enhance the efficacy of the device.I5 
Divination occupied a prominent place in ancient learning 
and remained popular from antiquity through the late Mid­
2 S. Marco bowl, detail showing sma1l medallion with profile 
bust (artwork in the public domain; photograph provided by 
the Procuratoria di San Marco, Venice) 
dIe Ages and beyond. In Byzantium, attitudes toward the 
occult were ambivalent. The church, unsurprisingly, held the 
mantic arts in suspicion because of their association with 
pagan idols and the demonic. Accusation of involvement in 
magic was a recurring form of political invective. I6 Neverthe­
less, members of the Constantinopolitan elite studied and 
even engaged in divination, providing a vibrant context of 
production and use for the S. Marco bowl. The vessel can be 
situated in this privileged social space, where classical and ~ Islamic intellectual and artistic traditions intersected with 
middle Byzantine thought and practice. 
Scholarship on Byzantine secular art traditionally privileges 
the authority of Greco-Roman models, judging the success of 
medieval works of art according to the effective revival or 
survival of antique forms and meanings. I7 As a result, Byzan­
tine artists and audiences too often appear as passive conduits 
i 
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3 S. Marco bowl, detail showing pseudo-Arabic inscription on interior rim (artwork in the public domain; photograph provided by 
the Procuratoria di San Marco, Venice) 
4 S. Marco bowl, detail showing pseudo-Arabic inscription on 
base (artwork in the public domain; photograph provided by 
the Procuratoria di San Marco, Venice) 
or ill-informed imitators of classical sources. In contrast, re­
cent studies increasingly insist on the agency of medieval 
makers and users in the deployment of antique models and 
interpret the potential significance of classicizing elements 
according to Byzantine systems of meaning.18 Furthermore, 
earlier analyses pay little attention to the Islamicizing elements 
of the S. Marco bowl, despite the evidence these features con­
tribute regarding the date and meaning of the object. Although 
aesthetically hybrid, the vessel is semantically unified, reflecting 
a broader system of Byzantine thought that grouped Greco­
Roman and Islamic traditions in a common cultural category. 
Studies of medieval art tend to divide along boundaries of 
media, religion, geography, and chronology, but the S. 
Marco bowl demands a cross-cultural, cross-temporal, multi­
media, and multidisciplinary approach. At the same time, 
interpretation of this object necessarily draws on areas of 
scholarly inquiry-such as Byzantine divination and Byzan­
tine-Islamic artistic interaction-that are just beginning to 
receive thorough investigation. 19 For this reason, the conclu­
sions of this study must remain hypothetical, to await fuller 
understanding of the social contexts within which this object 
functioned and through which it can be interpreted. It is 
hoped that the approach presented here helps to open the 
way toward new interpretations of medieval material culture 
that might in turn have repercussions for the broader study 
of art history. These realms of inquiry include the meaning of 
antique iconography in medieval contexts, intercultural com­
munication (and miscommunication) in the visual realm, 
and the role of non-Christian beliefs and practices in shaping 
medieval Christian cultures. 
The Date of the S. Marco Bowl 
In order to place the S. Marco bowl within a specific context 
of production and reception, it is necessary to reconsider its 
probable date. A major challenge to this effort is the extreme 
dearth of glass surviving from medieval Byzantium. Early and 
middle Byzantine comparanda exist for the compositional 
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5 Tiraz fabric, detail showing inscrip­
tion, Egyptian, Fatimid, 996-1020, 
linen plain weave with silk and linen 
slit tapestry weave insert, 17% X 
19% in. (45 X 50.5 ern). Museum of 
Fine Arts, Boston, Marie Antoinette 
Evans Fund, 32.31 (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph © 2007 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) 
devices of the S. Marco bowl, most notably, a corpus of 
enameled glass vessels dated on the basis of archaeological 
evidence from the eleventh to the early thirteenth centu­
ries.20 But precise iconographic and stylistic parallels are 
unattested among surviving Byzantine glass objects. 
Looking beyond comparanda in glass, the seven figural 
vignettes and the framing motifs of florettes and profile 
portraits recall elements of the so-called rosette caskets, a 
corpus of well-known tenth- to eleventh-century Byzantine 
ivory boxes decorated with a repertoire of classicizing motifs 
rendered in a dynamic, naturalistic style.21 On the basis of 
these general iconographic and stylistic parallels, earlier stud­
ies frequently cite the rosette caskets as key comparanda for 
dating the S. Marco bow1.22 Some scholars further narrow the 
vessel's date to the mid-tenth century through direct or indi­
rect association with the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyro­
gennetos (r. 913-59), who was long credited with spearhead­
ing a classical revival, the so-called Macedonian renaissance.23 
Neither the renaissance concept nor Constantine VII's role 
in it are widely accepted today.24 Nonetheless, classicizing 
evidence of the tenth century continues to be privileged in 
discussions of the S. Marco bowl. 
Efforts to date the object pay relatively little attention, 
surprisingly, to the pseudo-Arabic motifs. Yet an analysis of 
inscriptional style yields a close connection with Islamic epi­
graphic models of the late tenth to the eleventh century, 
arguing for reconsideration of the mid-tenth-century date 
commonly ascribed to the bowl. In addition, pseudo-Arabic 
motifs in other media of Byzantine art-including architec­
ture and manuscripts-appear as early as the late tenth cen­
tury but are concentrated in the eleventh to thirteenth cen­
tury, further supporting a later attribution. 
The pseudo-Arabic inscriptions on the S. Marco vessel 
possess a relatively square format and closely adhere to an 
emphatically horizontal baseline from which spring regular 
vertical extensions. Rendered in a relatively thin line, the 
forms are precise and evenly distributed. While nonsensical, 
the pseudoinscription is remarkably varied in its form, simu­
lating the appearance of actual Arabic.25 Some of the indi­
vidual shapes loosely resemble Arabic letters-for example, 
kaf, lam, mim, and ta marbuta-suggesting that they were 
modeled on an actual inscription.26 Features evoking true Ara­
bic indicate that even though the pseudoscript on the S. Marco 
bowl is illegible, perception of it as language was imponant. 
The most distinctive characteristic of the inscription is the 
prominent vegetal embellishment at the terminating points 
of certain "letters." This feature associates the S. Marco motif 
with a type ofmedieval Arabic script known as floriated Kufic, 
which was produced by a variety of medieval Islamic groups 
and in diverse media beginning in the mid- to late ninth 
century.27 Because of geographic proximity to Byzantium, 
portable objects from the Mediterranean region constitute 
the most likely sources for possible inscriptional models.28 In 
particular, Byzantine alliances and conflicts with the 
Umayyad dynasty of Spain and the Fatimid dynasty of Egypt 
resulted in the traffic of goods through trade, diplomacy, and 
war.29 
Among medieval Islamic objects embellished with floriated 
Kufic, textiles offer especially useful comparanda because 
they are preserved in relatively numbers and are often 
inscribed with the name of a ruler, thereby providing reliable 
dating evidence from a fairly extensive corpus. For example, 
the sharply angled letter forms and floriated terminals in a 
textile produced during the reign of the Fatimid Caliph 
ai-Hakim (r. 996-1020) presents intriguing parallels to the S. 
Marco bowl inscription (Fig. 5).30 Medieval Islamic ivories, 
especially those from Spain, also carry inscriptions, which 
sometimes include precise dates of production. A Spanish 
Umayyad box displays inscriptions that resemble the shape of 
floriated elements (above all, the trilobed leaf finial) and the 
horizontal emphasis of the baseline in the S. Marco vessel 
(Fig. 6). The inscription on the Umayyad box simply repeats 
the word baraka ("blessings"), but it parallels more complex 
floriated Kufic motifs on a group of ivories produced in Spain 
and dated by inscription from the late tenth to the mid­
eleventh century.31 
While it is possible that the S. Marco bowl could have 
imitated an early example of floriated Kufic, it is more likely 
that the motif reached Byzantium somewhat later, after the 
style had become widespread. Two middle Byzantine manu­
scripts embellished with a similar type of pseudo-Arabic sup­
port this argument. One manuscript, which contains the 
Homilies of Saint John Chrysostom (Paris, Bibliotheque Na­
tionale de France gr. 660, fol. 350), dates to the eleventh 
century (Fig. 7) .32 The other manuscript, a Byzantine lection­
ary (Sinai, Monastery of St. Catherine gr. 207, fol. 210r), 
dates to the twelfth century.33 In addition, a group of late­
tenth- to thirteenth-century churches located in Greece and 
decorated with pseudo-Arabic motifs in mosaic, wall painting, 
and brickwork demonstrates the broader phenomenon of 
pseudo-Arabic embellishment during this period.34 An elev­
enth- or even twelfth-century date for the S. Marco bowl also 
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7 Folio 350 from the Homilies of Saint John Chrysostom, detail 
showing a pseudo-Arabic headpiece, 11th century. Paris, 
Bibliotheque Nationale de "France gr. 660 (artwork in the 
public domain) 
brings the object into closer chronological alignment with 
the corpus of middle Byzantine enameled glass mentioned 
above. 
In this regard, it is worth noting that surviving examples of 
medieval Islamic glass reveal some general parallels to the S. 
Marco bowl in terms of form and color. For example, a 
possibly eleventh- to twelfth-century Fatimid vessel said to be 
from Atfa, aI-Wasta, in Middle Egypt, has a similar shape (Fig. 
8), and preserved fragments of Fatimid stained glass share a 
comparable palette. In instances where Byzantine and Fa­
timid vessels resemble one another in appearance, however, 
techniques of production diverge, suggesting that if some 
direct relation between these traditions existed, it was limited 
to aspects of form and design.35 Furthermore, Fatimid glass 
vessels differ in the placement of inscriptions, which typically 
appear on the outer walls. The location of pseudo-Arabic on 
the S. Marco bowl reflects more closely the placement of 
inscriptions on medieval Islamic metalwork: around the rim­
although rarely on the base-of a vessel. 
In sum, the application and form of pseudo-Arabic on the 
S. Marco bowl lack a direct parallel, demonstrating innova­
tion and adaptation, rather than direct imitation, of an Is­
lamic model. Nonetheless, comparanda indicate a medieval 
Mediterranean source-perhaps Spanish Umayyad or Fa­
6 Lid from a scale box, Umayyad, 
Spain, 10th-11th century, ivory, 
approx. 9% X 51;8 in. (25 X 13 em). 
Stiftsmuseum, Klosterneuburg, Austria 
(artwork in the public domain; 
photograph by Inge Kitlitschka, 
Klosterneuburg) 
8 Bowl, Egyptian, Fatimid, lIth-12th century? stained glass, 
h. 3% in. (8.5 em). The British Museum, London, OA 1902.5­
17.2 (artwork in the public domain; photograph © copyright 
the Trustees of The British Museum) 
timid-dating no earlier than the late tenth and more likely 
the eleventh or even twelfth century. This later date is sup­
ported by similar examples of pseudo-Arabic in late-tenth- to 
thirteenth-century Byzantine buildings and manuscripts, and 
it places the vessel in closer alignment with the corpus of 
related middle Byzantine enameled glass vessels, which, as 
noted above, dates from the eleventh to the early thirteenth 
centuries. 
The Iconography of Divination 
A variety of textual and visual corroborations must be con­
sidered in order to establish a fuller picture of Byzantine 
awareness of ancient mantic traditions in the eleventh to 
twelfth century. Greek, Roman, and late antique texts still 
known in Byzantium afford one body of reference. In partic­
ular, Homer's Iliad and Odysstry-which discuss the oracular 
and necromantic abilities of various gods and heroes-were 
central texts in Byzantine schooling and known to any edu­
cated person. As such, they offer potential points of common 
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reference for Byzantine familiarity with pagan divination.36 
Roman literature also furnishes possible sources on the sub­
ject. For instance, the second-century CE geographer Pausa­
nias, who was still known to some medieval Byzantine readers, 
cited the locations of ancient cults of oracular deities.37 A 
rich mine of occult knowledge is found in late antique "mag­
ical papyri" that record a vast range of pagan and Early 
Christian mantic spells. Although these documents are typi­
cally dated no later than the fifth century CE, the spells and 
procedures they describe often parallel instructions pre­
served in later Byzantine texts, implying the persistence and 
integrity of occult practices from late antiquity to the medi­
eval era.38 Most important, middle Byzantine written sources 
reference ancient oracular deities and divinatory practices, 
hinting at continued acquaintance with the occult. 
In the visual realm, extant antique and late antique works 
of art that parallel figural types in the S. Marco bowl illustrate 
in general terms the iconographic stock that Byzantine mak­
ers and viewers may have had at their disposaL But the range 
of classicizing models available in the middle Byzantine pe­
riod was certainly more extensive than what survives today. 
For instance, a partially preserved fifth- or sixth-century CE 
illustrated manuscript of Homer's Iliad (Milan, Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana cod. F. 205 inf.) is inscribed with eleventh- or 
twelfth-century marginal commentaries, demonstrating its 
continued use in the medieval era.39 Although the surviving 
illuminations present few parallels for the iconography of the 
S. Marco bowl, the manuscript proves that illustrations of 
Homer's narratives circulated during the middle Byzantine 
era and could have informed the iconography on an object 
like the S. Marco bowl. In addition, antique statuary deco­
rated public and private spaces of the Byzantine capital, 
Constantinople. The vast majority of these sculptures is no 
longer extant, but textual references attest to the broader 
iconographic repertoire once available to Byzantine viewers 
and their active engagement with these works of art.40 
All the vignettes on the S. Marco bowl exhibit generically 
classicizing features, including heroic nudity, archaic gar­
ments, and antique furnishings (benchlike thrones, foot­
stools, columns). Some of the scenes depict figures with 
conventional attributes of specific Greco-Roman gods and 
heroes. Other representations show less direct connections 
with ancient precedents, and their attributions must remain 
hypotheticaL Scenes that can be identified with confidence 
serve as a foundation to support possible interpretations of 
the more ambiguous vignettes. These less precise reflections 
of ancient models remain important, though, because they 
show that the Byzantine artistic relation with the antique was 
not one of slavish imitation. Rather, classical sources pro­
vided the raw material from which uniquely Byzantine images 
and meanings were created. 
The most direct statement of the S. Marco bowl's associa­
tion with divination is found in the medallion currently ob­
scured by one of the two handles (Fig. 9).41 As Antonio Pasini 
demonstrated in 1886, the vignette depicts an augur, that is, 
a diviner who reads omens from natural phenomena, primar­
ily the flight of birds. The figure is depicted in profile, 
stepping toward the right. He is fully wrapped in robes, and 
a divining rod, or lituus--identified by its characteristic 
curved end-rests on his right shoulder.42 The augur raises 
9 S. Marco bowl, detail showing an augur (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
his left hand in a gesture of speech, emphasizing his role as 
interpreter. The tendrils framing the figure evoke the outside 
setting in which the augur employed the lituus to establish 
physical boundaries for reading omens. 43 These vegetal 
forms also parallel the floriated elements in the pseudo­
Arabic motifs, creating a visual link between the figural and 
inscriptional sections of the vessel's program. 
Augury was knmvn to Byzantines from antique sources like 
Homer's Odyssey (2.145-88) and Iliad (1.78-84). The late­
twelfth-century legal commentator Theodore Balsamon called 
for the abolishment of augury, implying its continued practice, 
but the late-twelfth- to early-thirteenth-century historian Niketas 
Choniates cited it as a form of ancient divination that was no 
longer in use.44 In any case, the S. Marco bowl depiction is a 
unique survival in Byzantine art. Its unequivocal connection 
with divination limits the range of meaning for the program of 
the vessel as a whole and acts as a point of reference for the 
interpretation of the more indeterminate scenes in some of the 
other large roundels. The augur, viewed in profile, marks a 
starting point for the program. As Ioli Kalavrezou notes, both his 
gaze and raised, pointing finger direct our attention to the right, 
beginning a series of visual connections that link figures one to 
the next.45 The augur was later obscured through the addition 
of the handle, suggesting that subsequent users recognized his 
connection to pagan divination and, by partially concealing this 
vignette, obstructed the intended reading of the bowl's occult 
program.46 
Following the augur's gesture, the viewer next encounters 
a medallion depicting Ares, god of war, who crosses one leg 
in front of the other as he strides briskly to the right, con­
tinuing the direction of movement initiated by the augur 
(Fig. 10). Ares wears an open cape and a helmet with a gilded 
rim that frames his face. Golden rings encircle his neck, 
upper arms, and ankles. In each hand he grasps a golden staff 
with a floriated finial. The type is familiar from late antique 
I 
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10 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Ares (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di San 
Marco, Venice) 
11 Solidus of Constantine I, reverse showing Ares flanked by 
captives, Byzantine, 310 or 313, gold, diam. % in. (2 em). 
Kemper Art Museum, The John Max Wulfing Collection, 
Washington University in St. Louis, WC 5556 (artwork in the 
public domain) 
depictions of the god, like the device on the reverse of an 
early-fourth-century gold coin of the Byzantine Emperor 
Constan tine I (Fig. 11). 
Although Ares was not a prominent Greco-Roman oracular 
deity, divinatory cults were dedicated to him in at least two 
locations, and it is possible that some memory of his mantic 
role persisted in the middle Byzantine era.47 Unlike augurs, 
who interpreted natural phenomena through acquired skill, 
oracles received inspiration directly from a god and were 
associated with specific locales sacred to the deity. In addi­
12 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Apollo (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
tion, Ares sometimes compelled human or supernatural be­
ings to cooperate in occult rituals. In a late antique spell for 
securing amorous affection, a wax statuette of Ares ensures 
the intended outcome by threatening a figurine of the de­
sired woman with a sword.48 Likewise, on the S. Marco bowl 
Ares could secure the cooperation of an otherworldly infor­
mant-a demon or spirit of the dead-to answer the diviner's 
questions. It is also possible that this figure served a more 
general function, evoking the powerful force of the pagan 
pantheon, while other vignettes established a more direct 
connection with divination. 
Ares' rightward movement directs the viewer's gaze to the 
subsequent roundel, which depicts Apollo, the most famous 
of ancient oracular deities (Fig. 12).49 Viewed from behind, 
he is nude except for golden bands that decorate his arms, 
ankles, and hair. He leans languorously against a column. A 
cloak hangs from each of his arms, and he holds a golden 
plant tendril in his right hand. The latter most likely repre­
sents a bough from the laurel tree, which was sacred to him.5o 
Apollo was similarly portrayed in cult statues and personal 
objects. For example, a third- to second-century BCE gem 
depicts the god leaning against a column and holding a 
bough, but facing forward (Fig. 13). In the S. Marco bowl, the 
form of the laurel branch is highly stylized, resembling the 
floriated motifs in the pseudo-Arabic inscriptions. 
For a middle Byzantine viewer, the branch signaled Apol­
lo's divinatory powers. Laurel played a special role in rituals 
at Apollo's most famous oracle, Delphi, on the slope of 
Mount Parnassus in Greece, where the plant was hung 
around the shrine and burned to stimulate the Pythia, the 
priestess ofApollo, who sat on a tripod and delivered divinely 
inspired messages.51 Apollo and his mantic laurel also feature 
in late antique spells, especially those for inducing prophetic 
dreams, which refer to laurel as "Apollo's holy plant of 
presage.,,52 Long after the oracle at Delphi had been aban­
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13 Ring stone with nude youth (Apollo), eastern Mediterranean, 
3rd-2nd century BCE,jasper, % X Ih in. Indiana University Art 
Museum, Burton Y. Berry C..ollection, 64.70.26 (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph by Michael Cavanagh and Kevin 
Montague) 
doned, middle Byzantine texts still noted the so-called final 
oracle ofApollo: "~o longer does Phoebus have his chamber, 
nor mantic laurel, nor prophetic spring; and the speaking 
water has been silenced."53 These references show continued 
awareness of the central role that the laurel branch played in 
Delphic prophecy. 
Although Apollo leans back toward the left, he turns his 
head and extends his arm to the right, drawing the viewer's 
gaze to the next roundel, which represents the god Zeus as a 
bearded man seated on a throne, resting his feet on a stool 
(Fig. 14). His muscular chest and arms are adorned with gold 
bands, and a mantle is draped around his hips. He raises one 
hand in a gesture of speech. The pose is similar to that of the 
god in a silver plate of about 400 CE in which Zeus holds a 
sphere (Fig. 15) .54 In the S. Marco bowl, Zeus grasps in his 
left hand a small round object decorated with a human face; 
the object may be his aegis, a shield emblazoned with the 
head of the Gorgon.55 
Like Apollo, Zeus was closely associated with divination, 
particularly through his oracle at Dodona in Epirus, Greece, 
which was cited in Homer's Odyssey (14.327-31).56 The ninth­
century chronicler George Synkellos mentions that the an­
cient Greeks consulted the oracle at Dodona, offering evi­
14 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Zeus? (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di San 
Marco, Venice) 
15 Achilles Plate from the Sevso Treasure, detail showing 
Herakles, Zeus, and Apollo, Byzantine, Athens or Constantinople, 
ca. 400, silver. Private collection (artwork in the public domain; 
photograph provided by the Trustee of the Marquess of 
Northampton 1987 Settlement) 
dence for the continued association of Zeus with prophecy in 
middle Byzantine literature.57 Zeus was also invoked in late 
antique divinatory rituals, for example, necromantic (conjur­
ing the dead), oracular dream, and lecanomantic spells.58 
By the middle Byzantine period, the oracles of Apollo and 
Zeus had long since fallen into disuse, but memory of them 
persisted. In his Chronographia, the eleventh-century scholar 
and courtier Michael Psellos responds to a physician whose 
diagnosis contradicted Psellos's own by invoking the gods' 
mantic devices: "Let us hope your Dodonian cauldron is right 
and my [Delphic] tripod wrong ... my own studies have not 
been advanced enough for me to play the oracle."s9 The 
divinatory sites of Zeus and Apollo are also discussed and 
illustrated in two eleventh-century Byzantine manuscripts 
that negotiate the relation between pagan divination and 
Christian revelation. One of these manuscripts (Mount 
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16 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Hermes (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
Athos, Esphigmenou 14) is a Panegyrikon, a liturgical text 
privileging three homilies dedicated to the Nativity of Christ 
and citing select saints' lives to be read during the liturgy. It 
includes numerous textual passages and illuminations that 
discourse on themes such as oracles, pagan statues, and 
magic arts. The other manuscript (Jerusalem, Greek Patri­
archate Library cod. Taphou 14) consists of several tracts, 
including an illustrated commentary on the Homilies of Greg­
ory of Nazianzos and a homily on the Birth of Christ, which 
discuss and illustrate oracles of Zeus, Apollo, and Athena 
(Fig. 23).60 These texts, which argue for the insufficiency of 
pagan divination in comparison to the prophecy of Christ, 
visualize middle Byzantine conceptions of ancient Greek or­
acles in a manner that departs significantly from antique 
representations. Attitudes toward divination in these two 
manuscripts differ from that evinced by the S. Marco bowl, 
and the illuminations are narrative rather than emblematic, 
depicting the priests and priestesses of the cults rather than 
the gods themselves. Nonetheless, all three works of art attest 
to knowledge of and interest in antique oracular cults in 
eleventh-century Byzantium. 
Zeus points left, toward Apollo, neutralizing the rightward 
motion initiated by the augur. Zeus's gaze, however, is cast 
toward the figure at the right, Hermes (Fig. 16). Viewed from 
behind, Hermes strides briskly toward the left and raises his 
right hand in a gesture of speech. His left hand holds a 
golden staff, his kerykeion (or caduceus), which resembles the 
staves carried by Ares.61 A cloak hangs from his left arm 
across the front of his body and billows behind his right 
shoulder. Otherwise nude, Hermes wears the same golden 
bangles that decorate the bodies of Ares, Apollo, and Zeus. 
Hermes bore a long-standing and complex association with 
ancient magic.62 Because he directed the dead to Hades­
thus his epithet Psychopomp (soul guide)-the god played a 
17 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Odysseus? (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
key role in late antique necromantic spells, helping to secure 
spirits for consultation by leading them to the earthly realm. 
His kerykeion functioned as a tool for directing souls. Spirits of 
the dead were sometimes conjured to serve as informants in 
divinatory rituals, and Hermes may have been included in the 
program of the S. Marco vessel to aid in this endeavor. 
Furthermore, as a messenger of the gods, Hermes was re­
sponsible for the effective transmission of words between 
humankind and its deities, another association that made 
him a desirable assistant in mantic consultations.63 On the S. 
Marco bowl, the figure's gesture and motion serve as visual 
references to Hermes' capacity for efficient and effective 
communication. 
Hermes moves, gazes, and gestures toward the left, thereby 
reversing the rightward motion introduced by the augur. 
Together with Ares (Fig. 10), he frames a subgroup within 
the series. Both gods hold similarly shaped staves and step 
inward toward Apollo and Zeus, who are positioned in more 
neutral poses that allow movement to flow both left and right. 
Although the augur initiates entrance into this sequence, 
Ares complements the figure of Hermes more effectively. 
The augur is thereby set apart from the four deities. A pos­
sible motivation for this distinction lies in the fact that these 
four figures are not only pagan gods but also planetary per­
sonifications: Ares/Mars, Apollo/Sun, Zeus/Jupiter, and 
Hermes/Mercury. Their celestial associations may have been 
relevant to the function of the vessel because the days and 
times associated with different heavenly bodies were thought 
to be advantageous for specific divinatory acts. Wednesday, 
the day of Hermes, was believed effective for controlling 
spirits, and the hour of Hermes on a certain day ensured 
success in conversing with otherworldly forces. 64 Although 
augurs traditionally divined the movement of birds, the S. 
Marco bowl may extend the interpretation of sky-born omens 
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18 Lykaon Painter, jar (pelike) show­
ing Odysseus consulting the spirit of 
Elpenor, Greek, Classical period, ca. 440 
BCE, Attica, Athens, red-figure ceramic, 
h. 18% in. (47.4 cm), diam. 13lh in. 
(34.3 cm). Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, William Amory Gardner Fund, 
34.79 (artwork in the public domain; 
photograph © 2007 Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston) 
to include the planets.65 Indeed, the augur engages with the 
series of deities through a gesture of speech, and two of the 
planetary gods, Zeus and Hermes, gesticulate in response. 
The final two vignettes show more ambiguous iconogra­
phy, but these scenes might still depict antique characters 
associated with divination. Rather than deities, they represent 
a different category of ancient mantic figures: heroes. The 
roundel to the right ofHermes portrays a winged, fully robed 
figure standing on a pedestal and gesturing emphatically 
toward a warrior, who is seated on a bench and rests his feet 
on a stool (Fig. 17).66 Both turn inward; their poses disasso­
ciate them from the scenes in the adjacent roundels. The 
warrior's lower body is draped, and a red scabbard hangs 
from his waist. His upper body is encircled by golden straps 
and bangles. He wears a helmet with a pointed top. His right 
elbow rests on a shield, and he holds a golden spear in his left 
hand. In keeping with the theme of divination, the vignette 
may depict the Homeric warrior Odysseus consulting a ghost. 
Odysseus's necromantic skills were legendary and familiar to 
educated Byzantines from book 11 of the Odyssey, the Nykeia, 
in which the hero raises the spirit of the deceased seer 
Teiresias, to advise him on his journey home. Odysseus's 
successful catabasis, or descent, into Hades may have qualified 
him for securing the dead to answer divinatory inquiries. 67 
The seated figure rests his chin in his hand, a position that 
recalls Odysseus's depiction in a scene of the cortiuring of his 
deceased crewman Elpenor (Odyssey 11.51-83) on a well­
known fifth-century BeE Greek vase in which Odysseus ap­
pears in the company ofHermes and wears a scabbard on his 
left shoulder (Fig. 18).68 Similar images of classicizing figures 
in late antique art-especially those of Odysseus and Oedi­
pus-offer chronologically closer visual models for the S. 
Marco bowl and attest to the iconographic lineage that 
bridged ancient and medieval artistic traditions (Fig. 19).69 
Elpenor does not, however, resemble the figure atop the 
column, who is winged and clothed in a full-length robe. In 
Byzantine iconography, spirits-whether the souls of the de­
ceased or demons-were sometimes depicted with wings. 
This convention might have led a Byzantine viewer to inter­
pret an antique winged and robed figure-perhaps Nike 
(Fig. 20) or Psyche-as a disembodied soul and combine this 
motif with a depiction of Odysseus conjuring the dead. 70 
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19 Sardonyx intaglio impression showing Oedipus and the 
Sphinx, Roman, Imperial, 1st century BCE-3rd century CEo 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Bequest of W. 
Gedney Beatty, 1941 (41.160.707) (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph © The Metropolitan Museum of Art) 
Although echoing classical and late antique precedents, 
the Odysseus vignette innovates on earlier models. Byzantine 
viewers would have drawn from their knowledge of Odys­
seus's adventures and familiarity with ancient and medieval 
iconography to reconcile this unusual scene with the pro­
gram of the bowl. 
Like the preceding roundel, the final vignette is self-con­
tained. Here a male figure distinguished by a highly devel­
oped physique stands between two columns, which frame and 
isolate him (Fig. 21). His body is nude except for a cloak 
hanging from his left shoulder and gold rings encircling his 
ankles, wrists, upper arms, and head. He rests his right hand 
on top of a pillar. From the other column hangs a red 
scabbard. The figure may represent the Greco-Roman hero 
Herakles. Relaxed, frontal depictions of Herakles abound in 
ancient and late antique art, although typically the hero leans 
against his club, positioned vertically with the end resting on 
the ground. In the S. Marco vessel, the hero's pose recalls 
these earlier models, such as the late antique silver plate 
depicting Zeus (Fig. 15).71 
Like Odysseus, Herakles traveled to the underworld and 
returned unscathed, most notably to capture Cerberus, the 
three-headed guard dog of Hades, and to retrieve Alkestis, 
the queen of Thessaly, who had agreed to die in place of her 
husband. 72 The capture of Cerberus was mentioned by 
Pseudo-Apollodoros, the first- to second-century author of 
the Bibliotheke, a compendium of information on Greco­
Roman gods and heroes still known in the middle Byzantine 
era.73 Homer reports that Hermes accompanied Herakles on 
his underworld journey (Odyssey 11.625-26), linking the two 
figures in the iconographic program of the S. Marco bow1.74 
Herakles' return from the underworld was thought to have 
created portals through which souls of the dead could easily 
pass. These sites were eventually associated with oracular cults 
20 Gem seal showing Nike holding a wreath and a male figure 
holding ears of corn, Roman, carnelian, diam. lh in. (1.5 cm). 
American Numismatic Society, New York, 0000.999.33705 
(artwork in the public domain) 
and necromantic activities.75 Herakles' journeys to the un­
derworld made him a model for those who sought access to 
chthonic realms and forces?6 This diversity of associations 
with supernatural communications qualifies Herakles to ap­
pear among other divinatory figures. 
The readings posited here build on a variety of ancient, 
late antique, and medieval textual and visual sources that 
together argue for the persistence of an iconography of 
pagan divination in the middle Byzantine era. Not all the 
classicizing scenes on the S. Marco bowl directly imitate 
extant Greco-Roman or late antique types, but these depar­
tures should not be interpreted a priori as evidence of Byz­
antine confusion or ignorance, as has often been maintained. 
The bowl's high level of production and detail of execution 
indicate the care invested in this work of art and suggest that 
divergence from classical sources was intentional, an adapta­
tion of an tique imagery and themes to accommodate specif­
ically Byzantine meanings. 
It is certainly true that even if the iconographic identifica­
tions cited above are correct, not every Byzantine viewer 
would have recognized them. Nonetheless, certain of the 
figures depicted possess clear mantic associations-especially 
the augur, Apollo, Hermes, and Zeus-and could direct the 
reading of less obviously divinatory characters. In this way, 
the overarching themes of antiquity and divination are com­
municated to any viewer with at least some knowledge of the 
literary and visual traditions of these subjects. In fact, the 
obscure identities of some figures might contribute to the 
occult character of the device, these rarefied visual references 
implying that full comprehension of the program is reserved 
for those few viewers privy to exclusive divinatory knowledge. 
The Mechanics of Lecanomancy and Hydromancy 
Together, the seven vignettes on the S. Marco bowl reflect an 
array of mantic associations, including oracular, necroman­
tic, and augural. They depict gods, possibly heroes, and, in 
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one instance, a pagan priest as agents of occult practice. The 
richness and consistency of the theme signal that the figures 
may well seIVe more than a merely decorative function. Ac­
cording to the mechanics of divination, pagan gods, demons, 
and the souls of the dead are attracted to powerful and 
evocative images, particularly representations of themselves 
or the actions they are called to perform.77 Such images 
function sympathetically, usually in tandem with magic incan­
tations that are inscribed or spoken. Image and word to­
gether compel otherworldly entities to answer questions 
about future events. According to these operations, the vi­
gnettes on the S. Marco bowl seIVe as visual invocations that 
accompany verbal ones; they attract supernatural entities as 
aids for otherworldly inquiry. Several of the figures-Hermes, 
Zeus, Odysseus, and the augur-gesture in speech, conveying 
this communicative aim.78 
The smaller medallions in the borders may additionally 
buttress the magic efficacy of the bowl (Figs. 1, 2). The 
conjuring of demonic forces was a tricky business and re­
quired careful regulation. During these supernatural interac­
tions, the practitioner had to maintain power over the oth­
erworldly informers. Control was typically achieved by means 
of ritual purity, the strategic use of amulets, and the drawing 
of circles within which magic acts were confined.79 A mid­
fifteenth-century Italo-Byzantine manuscript includes a rare 
depiction of a lecanomantic ceremony (Biblioteca Universi­
taria di Bologna MS 3632, fo1. 350v) in which the medium sits 
within a sphere drawn on the ground and gazes into a vessel 
that is also circumscribed (Fig. 22) ,80 In the S. Marco bowl, 
the circular frames around the vignettes may similarly re­
strain the supernatural entities attracted to these scenes. 
Furthermore, the coinlike images of profile busts in the 
interstices could help to control otherworldly beings sum­
moned to inhabit the vessel, as coins, especially ancient ones, 
were believed to possess apotropaic properties.81 
Finally, the number of large and small medallions, seven 
and fourteen, respectively, may have been significant. Seven 
is a key numeral in late antique magic spells, representing, 
for example, the number of times a phrase should be re­
peated, the number of days required for a procedure, the 
amount of a substance to be used, the number of objects to 
be employed, the number of protective devices to be mar­
shaled, or, of particular significance to the S. Marco vessel, 
the number of gods to be invoked.82 The presence of seven 
deities and fourteen (two times seven) "coins" may have 
enhanced the bowl's efficacy.83 
A fourth-century CE spell recorded among the Greek mag­
ical papyri prescribes the following lecanomantic-hydroman­
tic ritual and gives some sense of the instructions possibly 
available in the middle Byzantine period: 
Whenever you want to make a divination about things, 
take a bronze vessel, a pan or a dish, of whatever sort you 
like, and put water in it. If you are invoking the heavenly 
gods, use Zeus' rainwater; if you are invoking the under­
world gods, use sea-water; if you are invoking Osiris or 
Sarapis, river-water; if you are invoking the dead, spring­
water. Hold the vessel on your lap. Pour into it the oil of 
unripe olives, and bending over the vessel yourself pro­
claim the spell written out hereafter and call on the god 
21 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Herakles? (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
you want. Ask him about the subject you want, and he will 
answer you and tell you about everything. When he has 
spoken to you, dismiss him with the dismissal spell. When 
you use this spell, you will be amazed.... Later, when you 
have made your summons, the one summoned will man­
ifest himself, a god or a dead man, and he will answer all 
the questions you put to him.84 
The text further instructs the practitioner to wear an amulet 
inscribed with protective letters in order to guard against the 
powerful forces conjured through this ritual. Like the S. 
Marco vessel, the spell does not limit the practitioner to a 
single source of divination; multiple informants (those of the 
heavens, the underworld, the dead) can be rallied through 
the same process. The spell mentions Zeus-who appears on 
the S. Marco bowl-as the key mediator for communications 
with "heavenly gods." 
Lecanomancy and hydromancy possessed ancient roots but 
were alive and well in middle Byzantine Constantinople.85 At 
the beginning of the period, John the Grammarian (d. ca. 
867), the last iconoclast patriarch, was said to have practiced 
lecanomancy, an activity that led to his condemnation as a 
sorcerer.86 Toward the end of the era, a description of a 
hydromantic ceremony performed at the twelfth-century im­
perial court recalls the ritual described in the late antique 
magical papyri and demonstrates the persistence of divina­
tory knowledge over time. The historian Niketas Choniates 
recounts with disapproval how Emperor Andronikos I 
Komnenos (r. 1183-85) turned to lecanomancy to proph­
esize the name of his imperial successor. Andronikos "yielded 
himself wholly to those who read the signs of the unknown in 
the waters, wherein certain images of the future are reflected 
like the shining rays of the sun."87 The supernatural commu­
nicator in this instance, a demon, conveyed answers to the di­
viner's questions through letters revealed in the liquid. The 
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late-twelfth-century legal commentator Theodore Balsamon 
condemned lecanomancy, a prohibition that may in fact 
indicate its vogue.88 
Interest in the occult-although not necessarily lecano­
mancy-is also attested among a circle of eleventh-century 
Constantinopolitan elites, including the scholar and courtier 
Michael Psellos. Psellos was fascinated by the mechanics and 
devices of divination.89 In the Chronographia he claimed to 
know how "stones and herbs and mystic rites induce appari­
tions of divinities.,,9o Psellos was familiar with the Hermetica, a 
collection of first- to third-century magical papyri purportedly 
originating in ancient Egypt, that address alchemy, astron­
omy, and magic.9l He also wrote a commentary on the 
Chaldean Oracles, a collection from the second century of 
allegedly divine revelations said to derive from the ancient 
East.92 Psellos was an influential figure at the Byzantine court, 
serving as an imperial adviser and as chief of the imperial 
school of philosophy. In this capacity, he encouraged his 
students to study "Hellenic" wisdom, including subjects that 
bordered on the occult.93 While taking pride in his esoteric 
knowledge, he insisted that it was purely theoretical and 
claimed not to practice magic. Indeed, a speech Psellos de­
livered to support the prosecution of the patriarch Michael 
Kerularios condemns the latter in part by subtly implicating 
him as a practitioner of unorthodox activities, including leca­
nomancy.94 
As already demonstrated by Emperor Andronikos's prac­
tice of lecanomancy, interest in the occult sciences also ex­
isted among members of the twelfth-century Constantinopo­
litan elite. The imperial princess and scholar Anna Komnene, 
for example, claimed knowledge of astrology, although she 
maintained that she did not practice it herself.95 Her con­
temporary the scholar and courtier Michael Italikos was like­
wise versed in the occult, specifically the Chaldean Oracles, 
although he rejected these teachings as barbarian.96 Despite 
their disavowals, eleventh- and twelfth-century Byzantine schol­
22 Scene of a lecanomantic ritual, 
from Dioscorides, Materia medica, 
Italo-Byzantine, 1440. Biblioteca 
Universitaria di Bologna MS 3632, 
foL 350v (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph provided by the 
Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna) 
ars clearly studied pagan wisdom and confirm the continued 
prevalence of such learning at the imperial court.97 While it is 
impossible to know the specific patron of the S. Marco bowl, the 
privileged stratum of medieval Byzantium's court elite provided 
the aesthetic and intellectual climate, as well as the financial 
resources, to commission this deluxe and rarefied object. 
Eastern Origins of Lecanomancy and Hydromancy 
Like the classicizing iconography, the pseudo-Arabic inscrip­
tions on the S. Marco bowl reflect a complex network of 
divinatory beliefs and practices current in the middle Byzan­
tine era. Following the Greeks and Romans before them, the 
Byzantines associated divination with the learning of the 
so-called Persians or Chaldeans, that is, ancient cultures of 
the East.98 For instance, a tenth-century Byzantine "encyclo­
pedia," the Souda, states that sorcery and magic were invented 
by the ancient Persians and Medes.99 Lecanomancy and hy­
dromancy in particular were ascribed "Persian" origins by 
classical and Early Christian authors.1oo 
During the middle Byzantine era, contemporary Islamic 
groups were identified as the cultural inheritors of the an­
cient Persians, Medes, and Chaldeans and were therefore 
credited with possessing occult knowledge. Michael Psellos 
stated that individuals of "Persian" derivation were commonly 
assumed to be astrologers and fortune-tellers regardless of 
whether or not they actually possessed knowledge of these 
matters.101 In light of this affiliation, it is a distinct possibility 
that the maker of the S. Marco bowl sought to enhance the 
object's divinatory power by employing a pseudo-inscription 
derived from the Arabic alphabet. The prevailing connection 
of magic with the ancient and medieval East allied Arabic 
letters with the occult and therefore with the classicizing 
imagery of divination on the S. Marco bowl. 
An association of pseudo-Arabic and classicizing imagery 
with divination is also found in the aforementioned eleventh­
century commentary on the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos 
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23 The Achaeans consult the priestess 
of Athena, from Homilies of Gregory of 
Nazianzos, Byzantine, lIth century. 
Jerusalem, Greek Patriarchate Library 
cod. Taphou 14, fo1. lOOr (artwork in 
the public domain) 
(Taphou 14). In one illumination (fo1. 100r) the priestess of 
Athena, Xanthippe, consults with the Greek Achaeans. In the 
background, antique statuary indicates a pagan setting, and a 
loom, the attribute of the priestesses, stands at the left (Fig. 
23). Remarkably, the fabric suspended from the loom, the 
work of the priestess, is ornamented with a band of pseudo­
Arabic, as is the upper sleeve of Xanthippe's robe. 102 The 
Byzantine maker invented the milieu of an ancient Greek 
oracle by combining the classicizing device of antique sculp­
ture with the exoticizing device of pseudo-Arabic. The eclec­
ticism of Taphou 14 and the S. Marco bowl are not random 
or purely aesthetic, as scholars often suppose. In each work of 
art, classicizing and exoticizing motifs illustrate a specifically 
Byzantine conception of divination as associated with both 
ancient pagan and contemporary Islamic cultures. 
Lest we discredit Byzantine affiliation of the occult with the 
Arabic-speaking world as mere superstition or bias, it must be 
noted that Islamic groups not only were perceived as the 
cultural descendants of the ancient Persians and Chaldeans, 
from whom lecanomancy and hydromancy were thought to 
originate, but also were believed to have preserved and trans­
mitted ancient Greek learning on occult subjects. During the 
Abbasid translation movement of the eighth to tenth centu­
ries, among the books converted from Greek to Arabic were 
works on astrology and other categories of potentially unor­
thodox knowledge. 103 
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A tenth-century magic text from Islamic Spain attributed to 
Abu I-Qasim Maslama ibn Qasim al-Qurtubi, the Ghayat al­
hakim (later known in the medieval West by the Latin title, 
Picatrix) , presents an idea of relevant occult sciences circulat­
ing at this time in the Islamic world. The Ghaya draws from a 
multicultural tradition, including ancient Greek, Byzantine, 
and medieval Islamic magic texts. The treatise justifies the 
conjuring of celestial forces in the form of demons and 
deities by arguing that their power derives ultimately from 
God. These entities are summoned through, among other 
means, persuasive imagery and magic incantations, strategies 
that resonate with the program and possible use of the S. 
Marco bowl.104 
Lecanomancy was practiced in the medieval Islamic world, 
although the tradition is not well attested in the written 
record, making it difficult to ascertain if Islamic devices di­
rectly influenced the design of the S. Marco vessel. 105 Still, 
medieval Islamic "magic bowls" may have informed the Byz­
antine association of Arabic with occult tools. These vessels 
do not resemble the S. Marco bowl in format, medium, or 
design, but they were commonly inscribed with Arabic and 
pseudo-Arabic and employ magic script and images in tan­
dem. lOti They were intended for medical use, including the 
exorcism of demons; the patient was healed by drinking from 
the cup. The earliest examples date to the twelfth century, 
but they relate to an interest in magic healing that is evinced 
no later than the eleventh century.107 They are densely in­
scribed, most notably on the rims and bases, the latter dispo­
sition offering an intriguing parallel for the placement of 
inscriptions on the S. Marco vessel. Although apparently not 
intended for lecanomancy, the bowls nonetheless employ 
Arabic and pseudo-Arabic to serve magic aims and may have 
encouraged association of the script with occult practices. 
Arabic could also have gained currency as a magic lan­
guage through the Byzantine translation of Islamic divinatory 
texts. Maria Mavroudi demonstrates that in the tenth and 
eleventh centuries, certain Byzantine manuals for dream in­
terpretation, another field of mantic knowledge, were trans­
lated from medieval Arabic sources that in tum had been 
copied from classical and late antique versions. 108 Paul Mag­
dalino notes that an influx of scientific learning-especially 
astrology-from Islamic lands reached an unprecedented 
level in the eleventh century.109 In other words, for categories 
of knowledge associated with prophecy, medieval Byzantium 
seems to have relied in part on Arabic sources. Arabic there­
fore possessed an affiliation with divination and magic that 
was based on both antique typology and contemporary social 
practice. Indeed, Michael Psellos reported that his student 
John Italos lamented the fact that "Hellenic learning" had 
been lost in Byzantium while it flourished in the eastern lands 
of the "Assyrians and Medes and Egyptians.,,110 Perhaps divi­
natory knowledge figured in the antique wisdom that John, 
and others like him, found underappreciated in Byzantium. 
Pseudo-Arabic as an Occult Language 
Bands of pseudo-Arabic script in the S. Marco vessel and the 
Taphou 14 illumination probably possessed additional magic 
significance by virtue of their indecipherability. Late antique 
spells commonly transformed the Greek alphabet into an 
occult language by combining familiar letters into nonsensi­
cal arrangements. These Ephesia grammata were thought to 
channel divine or magic speech. 111 In the previously cited 
instructions for a fourth-century lecanomantic ritual, for ex­
ample, the practitioner provided the following additional 
spell: 
AMOUN AUANTOU LlMOUTAU RIPTOU Mfu.'JTAUI IMANTOU LANTOU 
PALTOUMI ANCOUMACH ARAPTOUMI. Come here to me, god 
(insert his name), manifest yourself before me this very 
hour and do not alarm my eyes. Come here to me, god 
(insert his name), pay heed to me, because this is the wish 
and the command ofACHCHOR ACHCHOR ACHACHACH PTOUMI 
CHACHCHO CHARACHOCH CHAPTOUME CHORACHARACHOCH AP­
TOUMI MECHACHAPTOU CHARCHPTOU CHACHCHO CHARACHO 
112PTENACHOCHEU.
In the papyrus document, the nonsensical words are written 
in Greek script and include syllables and letter combinations 
familiar from actual Greek, suggesting their communicative 
potentiaL The Arabic alphabet was similarly employed as a 
magic language in medieval Islamic occult and mystical prac­
tices, as seen in a section of the Ghaya, which documents a 
purportedly ancient magic script based on the Arabic alpha­
bet. I 13 In other medieval Islamic objects, letters and symbols 
are combined in seemingly nonsensical arrangements that 
served as secret, magic languages for communicating with 
supernatural entities.1l4 Together these examples indicate 
that pseudo-Arabic, although illegible, is still potentially sig­
nificant, its cryptic character contributing to its esoteric and 
magic value. "Arabic" inscriptions that defy decipherment 
can function as occult language much as the Ephesia grammata 
of the Greek magic tradition. 
In late antique and medieval magic, text and image worked 
in tandem to empower spells and the objects that facilitated 
them.115 But if this was the case, why not simply employ 
Greek script to accompany classicizing images? The Byzan­
tines certainly knew that the ancient Hellenes spoke Greek, 
and Greek was commonly used in the early Byzantine period 
on a plethora of magic devices. llti One possibility is that the 
original form of a script was believed to preserve its magic 
effect. In his interpretation of the Chaldean Oracles, Michael 
Psellos specified that when the name of a god has been cited 
in one language, the name should not be translated because 
the original form exercised supernatural force. He notes 
several Hebrew words that, if changed into Greek, lose their 
ritual efficacy.117 If the source for the inscription on the S. 
Marco vessel had itself been a text written or an object 
inscribed in Arabic (or even pseudo-Arabic), then linguistic 
(or at least alphabetic) consistency may have been thought 
necessary to preserve the efficacy of the device. 
In other words, if the pseudoinscriptions in the S. Marco 
bowl and Taphou 14 illumination employ Arabic as Ephesia 
grammata--imitating the forms of actual letters, but not com­
posing coherent words or phrases-formal proximity to the 
Arabic alphabet would have been essential to convey the 
communicative potential of the magic inscription, while il­
legibility would have been equally necessary to preserve its 
magic power. I do not propose that these inscriptions de­
ployed systematic cryptic languages that were intended to be 
deciphered. Rather, they used pseudo-Arabic as an occult 
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language that was by necessity unintelligible. From a modem 
perspective, the S. Marco script is perhaps best characterized 
as "meaningless but plausible."ll8 For a Byzantine viewer it 
might have been understood, instead, as significant but ob­
scure. The meaning was elusive, hidden even to those fluent 
in the language on which the inscriptions were based, but 
presumably intelligible to the supernatural entities whose 
assistance was required.1l9 The script's cryptic character was 
further enhanced by the placement of the pseudo-Arabic 
bands in less visible areas, around the inner rim and base. 
As scholars of Arabic epigraphy have long recognized, the 
meaning of any inscription rests in more than its literal 
message. Richard Ettinghausen proposes, for instance, that 
inscriptions communicate in part by way of "symbolic affir­
mation," the potential to convey meaning through form and 
context, regardless of legibility or content. 120 Ettinghausen is 
concerned predominantly with Islamic religious art and archi­
tecture, in which Arabic inscriptions are frequently difficult 
to read but retain significance as the sacred language of God. 
Their meaning derives not, or not only, from their particular 
content but also from the sacred spaces in which they appear 
and the sacred texts-foremost, the Qur::lan-to which they 
allude. Irene Bierman has expanded understanding of the 
mechanics of medieval inscriptions by demonstrating how 
they communicate through "territorial" references, that is, 
the evocation of specific social contexts and practices that 
include, but are not limited to, sacred functions. 121 The S. 
Marco bowl and the Taphou 14 illumination position pseudo­
Arabic in a similarly synecdochic role. Their "evocational 
field" is fixed by the classicizing scenes of divination so that 
the inscriptions call to mind not the Qur::lan and the doctrine 
of Islam but real or imagined texts and objects that dealt in 
the occult. These Byzantine works of art employ "Arabic" not 
as the sacred word of God but as the textual and material 
tradition of divinatory wisdom. The makers and users of the 
S. Marco bowl, aware of the Eastern origin of lecanomancy 
and the magic potency of obscure language, strove for 
greater authenticity and efficacy through the use of pseudo­
Arabic. 
At the same time, another motivation can be discerned for 
employing this non-Greek and non-Christian script on a divi­
natory device. Bierman argues that writing also functioned in 
medieval cultures to establish the "boundedness" of group 
identity.122 Had the S. Marco bowl been inscribed with Greek, 
it would have implicated the Greek-speaking Byzantine 
viewer in the unorthodox heritage of pagan divination. In­
stead, pseudo-Arabic imbued the object with the authority 
that words held in magic practice while conscientiously avoid­
ing an improper or even blasphemous application of the 
Christian-Greek language to pagan figures and magic devices. 
By binding together classicizing iconography and exoticizing 
inscriptions on this mantic device, the maker positioned the 
object outside Byzantine identity, at a comfortable remove 
123from the presumably Christian user.
The merging of ancient Greek and medieval Islamic cul­
tures to distance people or practices from Byzantine identity 
also occurs in middle Byzantine literature. Describing con­
temporary Muslims, Anna Komnene conflates Islamic wor­
ship with ancient Greek religion, claiming that Muslims are 
devoted to Dionysos, Eros, and Aphrodite. 124 In the twelfth-
century satire Timarion, the protagonist descends to Hades, 
where the ancient Greek kings Minos and Aeacus, who serve 
as judges in the underworld, wear "turbans on their heads 
like Arab chieftains," and the ancient Greek physician Hip­
pocrates "looked like some Arab with his tall and pointed 
turban for headgear.,,125 In both texts, the authors elide 
medieval Islamic and ancient Greek identities in order to 
ridicule both traditions. In this respect, the S. Marco bowl is 
noteworthy in that it combines classicizing and Islamicizing 
elements without displaying a notably derisive attitude toward 
these non-Christian cultures. 
Although the S. Marco bowl is unique, aspects of its pro­
gram parallel features of other middle Byzantine vessels, 
raising the possibility that these objects also functioned as 
lecanomantic, hydromantic tools. A fragmentary twelfth-cen­
tury ceramic dish from Corinth, for example, combines clas­
sicizing and exoticizing elements that may have empowered 
the object to serve magic rituals. The plate depicts a centaur 
treading on a snake, the pair encircled by a band in pseudo­
Arabic (Fig. 24)}26 Observing that certain middle Byzantine 
vessels represent serpents, animals commonly associated with 
demons, Henry Maguire proposes that the motif of the snake 
may invoke chthonic powers.127 The styles of the figures and 
the inscription are simpler than those elements of the S. 
Marco bowl, but the program presumably functions in a 
comparable manner. The form of the snake attracts demonic 
forces to the ceramic bowl, much as Greco-Roman gods and 
heroes associated with divination are drawn to their own 
images on the S. Marco vessel. The centaur controls the 
demonic serpent, just as the coins and circles constrain pagan 
forces. Finally, pseudo-Arabic script enhances the magic effi­
cacy of each vesseL 
The delicate material and meticulously rendered decora­
tion of the glass bowl designate it as a luxury object of the 
elite, while the humble medium and less refined execution of 
the ceramic dish indicate a less privileged owner. Even the 
pseudo-Arabic on the pottery vessel appears generic and 
summary in comparison with the more complex and elegant 
design of the S. Marco inscription. These differences suggest 
that belief in the magic power of pseudo-Arabic-and a fas­
cination with lecanomancy-extended throughout Byzantine 
society. People who engaged in this illicit practice used what­
ever device was appropriate to their budget or taste. 
The Hybrid Image of Byzantine Divination 
A modern visitor to the S. Marco treasury who mistakes the 
glass bowl for a chalice is only partly wrong, for in a sense the 
vessel may indeed be understood as a liturgical object, but it 
is one serving occult, rather than Christian, ritual. Based on 
middle Byzantine familiarity with the mechanics and aims of 
divinatory devices, combined with the iconographic and in­
scriptional evidence on the vessel itself, I propose that the 
bowl facilitated lecanomantic hydromantic practices. For ear­
lier scholars, the object epitomizes a waning of classical cul­
ture in medieval Byzantium and a confusion of classicizing 
and exoticizing sources. Its makers and users are said to have 
possessed only faint understanding of the iconographic and 
inscriptional motifs they employed. In contrast, I posit that 
the object articulates an intentional and meaningful min­
gling of Greco-Roman and medieval Islamic traditions, one 
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that positions Byzantine users and makers not as imitators or 
passive conduits of the antique and the foreign but rather as 
active interpreters. 
The elite owner of the S. Marco bowl satisfied unorthodox 
intellectual and supernatural interests by marshaling the im­
agery and language of non-Christian cultures to empower 
this divinatory tool. In magic traditions inherited from antiq­
uity, words and images share an essential role, endowing 
objects with supernatural force. The classicizing imagery and 
exoticizing script on the S. Marco bowl facilitate divination, 
while allowing the maker of the object to employ exclusively 
non-Christian, non-Byzantine sources for occult purposes. 
The bowl reflects an engagement with antique and Islamic 
sources that is well informed, if not erudite, and anything but 
generic. 
This conclusion refutes an interpretation of the Byzantine 
appropriation of Islamicizing, and even classicizing, motifs as 
derivative, confused, and meaningless. The S. Marco bowl 
demands that the modem viewer rethink familiar categories 
of the antique, the exotic, and the secular in the medieval 
world. The vessel illuminates the hybrid nature of divination 
as both ancient and Islamic and provides insight into the 
means by which occult knowledge was pursued and preserved 
in Byzantium. Ultimately, this delicate, unassuming glass 
bowl makes a profound statement about medieval Christian 
negotiation of visual and textual traditions from the Greco­
Roman and Islamic worlds. As such, it offers valuable and 
rare perspective on how Byzantine material and intellectual 
culture maintained a dynamic, meaningful, and complex 
connection with non-Christian traditions, both past and 
present. 
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I S. Marco bowl, 11 th-12th century, 
enameled and gilded glass, h. 6'-0; in. 
(17 cm), diam. 6YR in. (17 em) (with 
hancHes 13 in., or 33 em). Treasury of 
S. Marco, Venice (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided 
by the Procuratoria di San Marco, 
Venice) 
cizing and exoticizing elements. By perpetuating an assump­
tion that the program of the bowl lacks particular signifl­
cance, earlier interpretations instigate a rupture between the 
pagan and foreign elements on the object and in Byzantine 
culture more broadly. Although the hybrid nature of the 
vessel's program defies easy explanation, eclecticism and id­
iosyncrasy need not be equated with confusion or lack of 
meaning. Rather, the active selection and combination of 
classicizing and Islamicizing features may reflect the artistic 
innovation of the medieval maker, who adapted art forms 
from the Greco-Roman past and Islamic present to express 
the particular associations that these non"Christian cultures 
held for the Byzantine user. It may be fmitful , therefore, to 
focus not on the deficit of meaning between the Byzantine 
object and its iconographic and inscriptional models but 
rather on the creation of meaning within the vessel itsellf, on 
the significant relation this object establishes between Islamic 
and classical cultures, on the one hand, and between these 
groups and Byzantine culture, on the other. 
It is possible that the hybrid program of the S. Marco bowl 
reflects a perception prevalent among the middle Byzantine 
educated elite that both the ancient Greek and contemporary 
Islamic worlds were sources for occult learning, specifically, 
divination. The vessel may reflect knowledge of antique divi­
natory culture and may even have been used in lecanomantic 
hydromancy, that is, divination through containers filled with 
,vater. Lecanomancy and hydromancy were ancient mantic, or 
divinatory, techniques with relatively consistent textual tradi­
tions until at least the fifteenth century.11 The practitioner 
gazed into a vessel and witnessed revelations communicated in 
the surface of the liquid. Information was sought from clemons, 
spirit.s, or deities, depending on whom the medium conjured. 
The small size of the S. Marco bow~ limited the area in which the 
message appeared, serving to concentrate the diviner's atten­
tion and enhance the efficacy of the device. J:, 
Divination occupied a prominent place in ancient learning 
and remained popular from antiquity through the late Mid­
2 S. Marco bowl, detail showing small medallion with profile 
bust (artwork in the public domain; photograph provided hy 
the Procuratoria di San Marco, Venice) 
dIe Ages and beyond. In Byzantium, attitudes toward the 
occult were ambivalent. The church, unsurprisingly, held the 
mantic ans in suspicion because of their association with 
pagan idols and the demonic. Accusation of involvement in 
magic was a recurring form of political invective. 16 Neverthe­
less, members of the Constantinopolitan elite studied and 
even engaged in divination, providing a vibrant context of 
production and use for the S. Marco bowl. The vessel can be 
situated in this privileged social space, where classical and 
Islamic intellectual and artistic traditions intersected with 
middle Byzantine thought and practice. 
Scholarship on Byzantine secular an traditionally privileges 
the authority of Greco-Roman models, judging the success of 
medieval works of art according to the effective revival or 
survival of antique forms and meanings. 17 As a result, Byzan­
tine artists and audiences too often appear as passive conduits 
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3 S. Marco bowl, detail showing pseudo-Arabic inscription on irnerior rim (artwork in the public domain; photograph provided by 
the Procuratoria di San Marco, Venice) 
4 S. Marco bowl, detail showing pseudo-Arabic inscription on 
base (artwork in the public domain; photograph provided by 
the Procuratoria di San Marco, Venice) 
or ill-informed imitators of classical sources. In con trast, re­
cent studies increasingly insist on the agency of medieval 
makers and llsers in the d eployment of antique models and 
interpret the potential significance of classicizing elemellls 
according to Byzantine systems of llleaning. 18 Furthermore, 
earlier analyses pay little attention to the Islamicizing elements 
of the S. Marco bowl, despite the evidence these features con­
tribute regarding the date and meaning of the object. Although 
aesthetically hybrid, the vessel is semantically unified, reflecting 
a broader system of Byzantine thought that gTouped Greco­
Roman and Islamic traditions in a common cultural category. 
Studies of medieval art tend to divide along boundaries of 
media, religion, geography, and chronology, but the S. 
Marco bowl demands a cross-culturaC cross-temporal, multi­
media, and multidisciplinary approach. At the same time, 
interpretation of this object necessarily draws on areas of 
scholarly inquiry-such as Byzantine di\lination and Byzan­
tine-Islamic artistic interaction-that are just beginning to 
receive thorough investigation. 1 !) For this reason, the condu­
sions of this study must remain hypothetical, to await fuller 
understanding of the social contexts within which this object 
functioned and through which it can be interpreted. It is 
hoped that the approach presented here helps to open the 
way toward new interpretations of medieval material culture 
that migh t in turn have repercussions for th e broader study 
of an history. These realms of inquiry include th e meaning of 
antique iconography in medieval contexts, intercultural com­
munication (and miscommunication) in the visual realm , 
and the role of non-Christian beliefs and practices in shaping 
medieval Christian cultures. 
The Date of the S. Marco Bowl 
In order to place th e S. Marco bowl within a specific context 
of production and reception, it is necessary to reconsider its 
probable date. A major challe nge to this effort is the extreme 
dearth of glass suniving from medieval Byzantium. Early and 
middle Byzantine comparanda exist for the compositional 
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5 Tiraz fabric, detail showing inscrip­
tion, Egyptian, Fatimid, 996-1020, 
linen plain weave with silk and linen 
slit tapestry weave insert, 175/8 X 
197/H in. (45 X 50.5 cm). Museum of 
Fine Art'>, Boston, Marie Antoinette 
Evans Fund, 32.31 (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph © 2007 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston) 
devices of the S. Marco bowl, most notably, a corpus of 
enameled glass vessels dated on the basis of archaeological 
evidence from the eleventh to the early thirteenth centu­
ries?) But precise iconographic and stylistic paranels are 
unattested among surviving Byzantine glass o~jects. 
Looking beyond comparanda in glass, the seven figural 
vignettes and the framing motifs of florettes and profile 
portrai ts recall e lemen ts of the so-called rosette caskets, a 
corpus of well-known tenth- to eleventh-century Byzantine 
ivory boxes decorated with a repertoire of classicizing motifs 
rendered in a dynamic, naturalistic style.2I On the -basiS of 
these general iconographic and stylistic parallels, earlier stud­
ies frequently cite the rosette caskets as key comparanda for 
dating the S. Marco bowl. 22 Some scholars further narrow the 
vessel's date to the mid-tenth century through direct or indi­
rect association with the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyro­
gennetos (r. 913-59), who was long credited with spearhead­
ing a classical revival, the so-called Macedonian renaissance.23 
Neither the renaissance concept nor Constantine \,11's role 
in it are widely accepted today.21 Nonetheless, classicizing 
evidence of the tenth century continues to be privileged in 
discussions of the S. Marco bowl. 
Efforts to date the object pay relatively little attention, 
surprisingly, to the pseudo-Arabic motifs. Yet an analysis of 
inscriptional style yields a close connection with Islamic epi~ 
graphic models of the late tenth to the eleventh century, 
arguing for reconsideration of the mid-tenth-century date 
commoIlly ascribed to the bowL In addition, pseudo-Arabic 
motifs in other media of Byzantine art-including architec­
tme and manuscripts-appear as early as the late tenth cen­
tury but are concentrated in the eleventh to thirteenth cen­
tury, further supporting a later attribution . 
The pseudo-Arabic inscriptions on the S. Marco vessel 
possess a relatively square format and closely adhere to an 
elnphatica1\y horizontal baseline from which spring reg·ular 
vertical extensiolls. Rendered in a relatively thin line, the 
forms are precise and evenly distributed. While nonsensical, 
the pseudoinscription is remarkably varied in its form, simu­
lating the appearance of actual Arabic. 25 Some of the indi­
vidual shapes loosely resemble Arabic letters-for example, 
kal, lam, mim, and ta marbuta--suggesting that they were 
modeled on an actual inscription. 2 (; Features evoking true Ara­
bic indicate that even though the pseudoscript on the S. Marco 
bowl is illegible, perception of it as language was important. 
The most distinctive characteristic of the inscription is the 
prominent vegetal embellishment at the terminating points 
of certain "letters ." This feature associates the S. Marco motif 
with a type of medieval Arabic script known as floriated Kufic, 
which was produced by a variety of medieval Islamic gToupS 
and in diverse media beginning in the mid- to late ninth 
century.27 Because of geographic proximity to Byzantium, 
portable objects from the Mediterranean region constitute 
the most likely sources for possible inscriptional models. 28 In 
particular, Byzantine alliances and conflicts with the 
Umayyad dynasty of Spain and the Fatirnid dynasty of Egypt 
resulted in the traffic of goods through trade, diplomacy, and 
29war.
Among medieval Islamic objects embellished \-vith floriated 
Kufic, textiles offer especially useful comparanda because 
they are preserved in relatively large numbers and are often 
inscribed with the name of a ruler, thereby providing reliable 
dating evidence from a fairly extensive corpus. For example, 
the sharply angled letter forms and floriated terminals in a 
textile produced during the reign of the Fatimid Caliph 
aI-Hakim (r. 996-1020) presents intriguing parallels to the S. 
Marco bowl inscription (Fig. 5) .,\0 Medieval Islalnic ivories, 
especially those from Spain , also carry inscriptions, which 
sometimes include precise dates of production. A Spanish 
Umayyad box displays inscriptions that resemble the shape of 
floriated elements (above all, the trilobed leaf finial) and the 
horizontal emphasis of the baseline in the S. Marco vessel 
(Fig. 6). The inscription on the Umayyad box simply repeats 
the word baraka ("blessings"), but it parallels more complex 
floriated Kufic motifs on a group of ivories produced in Spain 
and dated by inscription from the late tenth to the mid­
eleventh century.3l 
While it is possible that the S. Marco bowl could have 
imitated all early example of floriated Kufic, it is more likely 
that the motif reached Byzan tium somewhat later, after the 
style had become widespread. Two middle Byzantine manu­
scripts embellished with a similar type of pseudo-Arabic sup­
port this argument. One manuscript, which contains the 
Homilies of Saint John ChlYSOStol1l (Paris, Bibliotheque Na­
tionale de France gr. 660, fol. 350), dates to the eleventh 
century (Fig. 7) .32 The other manuscript , a Byzantine lection­
ary (Sinai, Monastery of St. Catherine gr. 207, fol. 210r), 
dates to the twelfth century.33 In addition, a group of late­
tenth- to thirteenth-century churches located in Greece and 
decorated with pseudo-Arabic motifs in mosaic, wall painting, 
and brickwork demonstrates the broader phenomenon of 
pseudo-Arabic embellishment during this period. 34 An elev­
en th- or even twelfth-century date for the S. Marco bowl also 
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7 Folio 350 from the Humilies of Saint john Chrysostom, detail 
showing a pseudo-Arabic headpiece, 11 th century. Paris, 
Bibliotheque l\'arionale de France gr. 660 (artwork in the 
public domain) 
brings the object into closer chronological alignment with 
the corpus of middle Byzantine enameled glass mentioned 
above. 
In this regard, it is worth noting that suniving examples of 
medieval Islamic glass reveal some general parallels to the S. 
Ylarco bowl in terms of form and color. For example, a 
possibly elevenrh- to twelfth-century Fatimid vessel said to be 
from Atfa, aI-Wasta, in Middle Egypt, has a similar shape (Fig. 
8), and preserved fragments of Fat.imid stained glass share a 
comparable palette. In instances where Byzantine and Fa­
timid vessels reselnb1e one another in appearance, however, 
techniques of production diverge, suggesting that if some 
direct relation between these traditions existed, it was limited 
to aspects of form and design. :I;, Furthermore, Fatimid glass 
vessels difTer ill the placement of inscriptions, which typically 
appear 011 the ollter walls. The location of pseudo-Arabic on 
the S. Y1arco bowl reflects more closely the placement of 
inscriptions on medieval Islamic metalwork: around the rim­
although rarely 011 the base-of a vessel. 
III stun, the application and form of pseudo-Arabic on the 
S. \1arco bowl lack a direct parallel , demonstrating innova­
tion and adaptation, rather than direct imit.ation, of an Is­
tunic lllodcl.Konclhelcss, cOlTlparaIlda indicate a medieval 
\kditcrrancan somcc-perhaps Spanish Umayyad or Fa­
6 Lid from a scale box, Umayyad, 
Spain, 10th-II th century, ivory, 
approx. 9Yt X 5Ys in. (25 X 13 cm) . 
Stiftsmuseum, KJosterneuburg, Austria 
(artwork in the public domain; 
photograph by lnge Kitlitschka, 
KJosterneuburg) 
8 Bowl, Egyptian, f atimid, 11 th-12th century? stained glass, 
h. 3Vt in. (8.5 cm). The British Museum, London, OA 1902.5­
17.2 (artwork in the public domain ; photograph © copyright 
the Trustees of The British Museum) 
timid-dating no earlier than the late tenth and more likely 
the eleventh or even twelfth century. This later date is sup­
ported by similar examples of pseudo-Arabic in late-tenth- to 
thirteenth-century Byzantine buildings and manuscripts, and 
it places the vessel in closer alignment with the corpus of 
related middle Byzantine enameled glass vessels, which, as 
noted above, dates from the eleventh to the early thirteenth 
centuries. 
The Iconography of Divination 
A variety of textual and visual corroborations must be con­
sidered in order to establish a fuller picture of Byzantine 
awareness of ancient mantic traditions in the eleventh to 
twelfth century. Greek, Roman , and late antique texts still 
knowl1 in Byzantium afford one body of reference. In partic­
ular, Homer's Iliad and Od)'ssey--which discuss the oracular 
and necromantic abilities of various gods and heroes-were 
central texts in Byzantine schooliIlg and known to any edu­
cated person. As such, they offer potential points of commOll 
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reference for Byzantine familiarity with pagan divination. C \(; 
Roman literature also furnishes possible sources on the sllb­
ject. For instance, the second-century CE geographer Pausa­
nias, who was still known to some medieval Byzantine readers, 
cited the locations of ancient cults of oracular deities. 'n A 
rich mine of occult knowledge is found in late antique "mag­
ical papyri" that record a vast range of pagan and Early 
Christian mantic spells. Although these documents are typi­
cally dated no later than the fifth century CE, the spells and 
procedures they describe often parallel instructions pre­
served in later Byzantine texts, implying the persistence and 
integrity of occult practices from late antiquity to the medi­
eval era. "S Most important, middle Byzantine written sources 
reference ancient oracular deities and divinatory practices, 
hinting at continued acquaintance with the occult. 
In the visual realm, extant antique and late antique works 
of art that parallel figural types in the S. Marco bowl illustrate 
in general terms the iconographic stock that Byzantine mak­
ers and viewers may have had at their disposal. But the range 
of classicizing models available in the middle Byzantine pe­
riod was certainly more extensive than what survives today. 
For instance, a partially preserved fifth- or sixth-century CE 
illustrated manuscript of Homer's Iliad (Milan, Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana cod. F. 205 inf.) is inscribed with eleventh- or 
nvelfth-century marginal commentaries, demonstrating its 
continued use in the medieval era.~~) Although the surviving 
illuminations present few parallels for the iconography of the 
S. Marco bowl, the manuscript proves that illustrations of 
Homer's narratives circulated during the middle Byzantine 
era and could have informed the iconography on an object 
like the S. Marco bowl. In addition, antique statuary deco­
rated public and private spaces of the Byzantine capital, 
Constantinople. The vast m<J:jority of these sculptures is no 
longer extant, but textual references attest to the broader 
iconographic repertoire once available to Byzantine viewers 
and their active engagement with these works of art. 40 
All the vignettes on the S. Marco bowl exhibit generically 
classicizing features, including heroic nudity, archaic gar­
ments, and antique furnishings (benchlike thrones, foot­
stools, columns). Some of the scenes depict figures with 
conventional attributes of specific Greco-Roman gods and 
heroes. Other representations show less direct connections 
with ancient precedents, and their attributions must remain 
hypothetical. Scenes that can be identified with confidence 
serve as a foundation to support possible interpretations of 
the more ambiguous vignettes. These less precise reflections 
of ancient models remain important, though, because they 
show that the Byzantine artistic relation with the antique was 
not one of slavish imitation. Rather, classical sources pro­
vided the raw material from which uniquely Byzantine images 
and meanings were created. 
The most direct statement of the S. Marco bowl's associa­
tion with divination is found in the medallion currently ob­
scured by one of the nvo handles (Fig. 9).41 As An tonio Pasini 
demonstrated in 1886, the vignette depicts an augur, that is, 
a diviner who reads omens from natural phenomena, primar­
ily the flight of birds. The figure is depicted in profile, 
stepping toward the right. He is fully wrapped in robes, and 
a divining rod, or lituus-identified by its characteris,tic 
curved end-rests on his righ t shoulder. 42 The augur raises 
9 S. Marco bmvl, detail showing an augur (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuraloria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
his left hand in a gesture of speech, emphasizing his role as 
interpreter. The tendrils framing the figure evoke the outside 
setting in which the augur employed the lituus to establish 
physical boundaries for reading omens.1~~ These vegetal 
forms also parallel the floriated elements in the pseudo­
Arabic motifs, creating a visual link between the figural and 
inscriptional sections of the vessel's program. 
Augury was known to Byzantines from antique sources like 
Homer's Odyssey (2.145-88) and Iliad (1.78-84). The late­
twelfth-century legal commentator Theodore Balsamon called 
for the abolishment of augury, implying its continued practice, 
but the late-nvelfth- to early-thirteenth-cenrury historian Niketas 
Choniates cited it as a form of ancient divination that was no 
longer in use.44 In any case, the S. Marco bowl depiction is a 
unique survival in Byzantine art. Its unequivocal connection 
with divination limits the range of meaning for the program of 
the vessel as a whole and acts as a point of reference for the 
interpretation of the more indeterminate scenes in some of the 
other large roundels. The augur, viewed in profile, marks a 
starting point for the program. As Ioli K'llavrezou notes, both his 
gaze and raised, pointing finger direct our attention to the right, 
beginning a series of visual connections that link figures one to 
the next. '!:> The augur was later obscured through the addition 
of the handle, suggesting that subsequent users recognized his 
connection to pagan divination and, by partially concealing this 
vignette, obstructed the intended reading of the bowl's occult 
46 program. 
Following the augur's gesture, the viewer next encounters 
a medallion depicting Ares, god of war, who crosses one leg 
in front of the other as he strides briskly to the right, con­
tinuing the direction of movement initiated by the augur 
(Fig. 10). Ares wears an open cape and a helmet with a gilded 
rim that frames his face. Golden rings encircle his neck, 
upper arms, and ankles. In each hand he grasps a golden staff 
with a floriated finial. The type is familiar from late antique 
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10 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Ares (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di San 
Marco, Venice) 
11 Solidus of Constantine I, reverse showing Ares flanked by 
captives, Byzantine, 310 or ~)l~), gold, diarn. % in. (2 em). 
Kemper Art Muscum, The John Max Wulfing Collection, 
'rVashington lJl1iversity in St. Louis, V\'C 5556 (artwork in the 
publ ,ic domain) 
depictions of the god, like the device on the reverse of an 
early-fourth-century gold coin of the Byzantine Emperor 
Constantine I (Fig. 11) . 
Although Ares was not a prominent Greco-Roman oracular 
deity, divinatory cults were dedicated to him in at least two 
locations, and it is possible that some memory of his man tic 
role persisted in the middle Byzantine era.'l7 Unlike augurs, 
who interpreted natural phenomena through acquired skill, 
oracles received inspiration directly from a god and were 
associated with specific locales sacred to the deity. In addi­
12 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Apollo (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Vcnice) 
tion, Ares sometimes compeHed human or supernatural be­
ings to cooperate in occult rituals. In a late antique spell for 
securing amorous affection, a wax statuette of Ares ensures 
the intended outcome by threatening a figurine of the de­
sired woman with a sword. 'IH Likewise, on the S. Marco bowl 
Ares could secure the cooperation of an otherworldly infor· 
mant-a demon or spirit of the dead-to answer the diviner's 
questions. It is also possible that this figure served a more 
general function, evoking the powerful force of the pagan 
pantheon, while other vignettes established a more direct 
connection \vith divination. 
Ares' rightward movement directs the viewer's gaze to the 
subsequent roundel, which depicts Apollo, the most famous 
of ancient oracular deities (Fig. 12).49 Viewed from behind, 
he is nude except for golden bands that decorate his arms, 
ankles , and hair. He leans languorously against a column. A 
cloak hangs from each of his arms, and he holds a golden 
plant tendril in his right hand. The latter most likely repre­
sents a bough from the laurel tree, which was sacred to him.50 
Apollo was similarly portrayed in cult statues and personal 
objects. For example, a third- to second-century BCE gem 
depicts the god leaning against a column and holding a 
bough , but facing forward (Fig. 13). In the S. Marco bowl, the 
form of the laurel branch is highly stylized, resembhng the 
floriated motifs in the pseudo-Arabic inscriptions. 
For a middle Byzantine viewer, the branch signaled Apol­
lo's divinatory powers. Laurel played a special role in rituals 
at Apollo's most famous oracle, Delphi, on the slope of 
Mount Parnassus in Greece, where the plant was hung 
around the shrine and burned to stimulate the Pythia, the 
priestess of Apollo, who sat on a tripod and delivered divinely 
inspired messages. 51 Apollo and his mantic laurel also feature 
in late antique spells, especially those for inducing prophetic 
dreams, which refer to laurel as "Apollo's holy plant of 
presage."S2 Long after the oracle at Delphi had been ahall­
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14 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Zeus? (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di San 
Marco, Venice) 
13 Ring stone with nude youth (Apollo), eastern Mediterranean, 
3rd-2nd century BCE,jasper, :-y, X 'h in. Indiana University Art 
Museum, Burton Y. Berry Collection, 64.70.26 (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph by Michael Cavanagh and Kevin 
Montague) 
doned, middle Byzantine texts still noted the so-called final 
oracle of Apollo: "No longer does Phoebus have his chamber, 
nor mantic laurel , nor prophetic spring; and the speaking 
water has been silenced.":i:~ These references show cont.inued 
awareness of the central role that the laurel branch played in 
Delphic prophecy. 
Although Apollo leans back toward the left, he turns his 
head and extends his ann to the right, drawing the viewer's 
gaze to the next roundel, which represents the god Zeus as a 
bearded man seated on a throne, resting his feet on a stool 
(Fig. 14). His muscular chest and arms are adorned with gold 
bands, and a mantle is draped around his hips. He raises one 
hand in a gesture of speech. The pose is similar to that of the 
god in a silver plate of about 400 CE in which Zeus holds a 
sphere (Fig. 15) .54 In the S. Marco bowl, Zeus grasps in his 
left hand a small round object decorated with a human face; 
the object may be his aegis, a shield emblazoned with the 
head of the Gorgon.55 
Like Apollo, Zeus was closely associated with divination, 
particularly through his oracle at Dodona in Epirus, Greece, 
which was cited in Homer's Odyssey (14.327-31) .56 The ninth­
century chronicler George Synkellos mentions that the an­
cient Greeks consulted the oracle at Dodona, offering evi­
15 Achilles Plate from the Sevso Treasure, detail showing 
lIerakles, Zeus, and Apollo, Byzantine, Athens or Constantinople, 
ca. 400, silver. Private collection (artwork in the public domain; 
photograph provided by the Trustee of the Marquess of 
Northampton 1987 Settlement) 
dence for the continued association of Zeus with prophecy in 
middle Byzantine literature.:,7 Zeus was also invoked in late 
antique divinatory rituals, for example, necromantic (conjur­
ing the dead), oracular dream, and lecanomantic spells.58 
By the middle Byzantine period, the oracles of Apollo and 
Zeus had long since fallen into disuse, but memory of them 
persisted. In his Chronographia, the eleventh-century scholar 
and courtier Michael Psellos responds to a physician whose 
diagnosis contradicted Psellos's own by invoking the gods' 
mantic devices: "Let us hope your Dodonian cauldron is right 
and my [Delphic] tripod wrong .. . my own studies have not 
been advanced enough for me to play the oracle ."S9 The 
divinatory sites of Zeus and Apollo are also discussed and 
illustrated in two eleventh-century Byzantine manuscripts 
that negotiate the relation between pagan divination and 
Christian revelation. One of these manuscripts (Mount 
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16 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Hermes (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procllratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
Athos, Esphigmenou 14) is a Panegyrikon, a liturgical text 
privileging three homilies dedicated to the Nativity of Christ 
and citing select saints' lives to be read during the liturgy. It 
includes numerous textual passages and illuminations that 
discourse on themes such as oracles, pagan statues, and 
magic arts. The other manuscript Uerusalem, Greek Patri­
archate Library cod. Taphou 14) consists of several tracts , 
including an illustrated commentary on the Homilies of Greg­
ory of Nazianzos and a homily on the Birth of Christ, which 
discuss and illustrate oracles of Zeus, Apollo, and Athena 
(Fig. 23) .60 These texts, which argue for the insufficiency of 
pagan divination in comparison to the prophecy of Christ, 
visualize middle Byzantine conceptions of ancient Greek or~ 
acles in a manner that departs significantly from antique 
representations. Attitudes toward divination in these two 
manuscripts differ from that evinced by the S. Marco bowl, 
and the illuminations are narrative rather than emblematic, 
depicting the priests and priestesses of the cults rather than 
the gods themselves. "Nonetheless, all three works of art attest 
to knowledge of and interest in antique oracular cu'lts in 
eleventh-century Byzantium. 
Zeus points left, toward Apollo, neutralizing the rightward 
motion initiated by the augur. Zeus's gaze, however, is cast 
toward the figure at the right, Hermes (Fig. 16). Viewed from 
behind, Hermes strides briskly toward the left and raises his 
rig"ht hand in a gesture of speech. His left hand holds a 
golden staff, his }(zt),keion (or caduceus), which resembles the 
staves carried by Ares.GI A cloak hangs from his left arm 
across the front of his body and billows behind his right 
shoulder. Otherwise nude , Hermes wears the same golden 
bangles that decorate the bodies of Ares, Apollo, and Zeus. 
Hermes bore a long-standing and complex association with 
ancient magic. 52 Because he directed the dead to Hades­
thus his epithet Psychopomp (soul guide)-the god played a 
17 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Odysseus? (artwork in the 
public domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
key role in late antique necromantic spells, helping to secure 
spirits for consultation by leading them to the earthly realm. 
His herykeion functioned as a tool for directing souls. Spirits of 
the dead were sometimes conjured to serve as informants in 
divinatory rituals, and Hermes may have been included in the 
program of the S. Marco vessel to aid in this endeavor. 
Furthermore, as a messenger of the gods, Hennes was re­
sponsible for the effective transmission of words between 
humankind and ,its deities, another association that made 
him a desirable assistant in mantic consultations. (i'~ On the S. 
Marco bowl, the figure's gesture and motion serve as visual 
references to Hermes' capacity for efficient and effective 
communication. 
Hermes moves, gazes, and gestures tm-varci the left, thereby 
reversing the rightward motion introduced by the augur. 
Together with Ares (Fig. 10), he frames a subgroup within 
the series. Both gods hold similarly shaped staves and step 
inward toward Apollo and Zeus, who are positioned in more 
neutral poses that allow movement to flow both left and right. 
Although the aug·ur initiates entrance into this sequence, 
Ares complements the figure of Hennes more effectively. 
The augur is thereby set apart from the four deities . A pos­
sible motivation for this distinction lies in the fact that these 
four figures are not only pagan gods but also planetaI), per­
sonifications: Ares/Mars, Apollo/Sun , Zeus/Jupiter, and 
Hermes/ MercUI)'. Their celestial associations may have been 
relevant to the function of the vessel because the days and 
times associated with different heavenly bodies were thought 
to be advantageous for specific divinatory acts. Wednesday, 
the day of Hermes, was believed effective for controlling 
spirits , and the hour of I Icnnes on a certain cIay ensured 
success in conversing with otherworldly forces.G'l Although 
augurs traditionally divined the movement of birds, the S. 
Marco bowl may extend the interpretation of sky-born omens 
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18 Lykaon Painter, jar (pelike) show­
ing Odysseus consulting the spirit of 
Elpenor, Greek, C1a.,-;sical period, ca. 440 
BCE, Attica, Athens, red-figure ceramic, 
h. 18% in. (47.4 em), diam. 131/2 in. 
(34.3 cm). Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, William Amory Gardner Fund, 
34.79 (artwork in the public domain; 
photograph © 2007 Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston) 
to include the planets.65 Indeed, the augur engages with the 
series of deities through a gesture of speech, and I:\-\'O of the 
planetary gods, Zeus and Hermes, gesticulate in response. 
The final two vignettes show more ambiguous iconogra­
phy, but these scenes might still depict antique characters 
associated with divination. Rather than deities, they represent 
a different category of ancient mantic figures: heroes. The 
mundel to the right of Hermes portrays a winged, fuBy robed 
figllre standing on a pedestal and gesturing emphatically 
toward a warrior, who is seated on a bench and rests his feet 
on a stool (Fig. 17) .66 Both turn inward; their poses disasso­
ciate them from the scenes in the aqjacent roundels. The 
warrior's lower body is draped, and a red scabbard hangs 
from his waist. His upper body is encircled by golden straps 
and bangles. He wears a helmet with a pointed top. His right 
elbow rests on a shield, and he holds a golden spear in his left 
hand . In keeping with the theme of divination , the vignette 
may depict the Homeric warrior Odysseus consulting a ghost. 
Odysseus's necromantic skills were legendary and familiar to 
educated Byzantines from book 11 of the Odyssey, the Nykeia, 
in which the hero raises the spirit of the deceased seer 
Teiresias, to advise him on his journey home. Odysseus's 
successful calabasis, or descent, into Hades may have qualified 
him for securing the dead to answer divinatory inquiries . 67 
The seated figure rests his chin in his hand, a position that 
recalls Odysseus's depiction in a scene of the conjuring of his 
deceased crewman Elpenor (Odysse')' 11.51-83) on a well­
known fifth-century BCE Greek vase in which Odysseus ap­
pears in the company of Hernles and wears a scabbard on his 
left shoulder (Fig. 18) . C)H Similar images of classicizing figures 
in late antique art-especially those of Odysseus and Oedi­
pus-otler chronologically closer visual models for the S. 
Marco bowl and attest to the iconographic lineag'e that 
bridged ancient and medieval artistic traditjons (Fig. 19) .69 
Elpenor does not, however, resemble the figure atop the 
column , who is winged and clothed in a full-length robe . In 
Byzantine iconography, spirits-whether the souls of the de­
ceased or demons-were sometimes depicted with wings. 
This convention might have led a Byzantine viewer to inter­
pret an antique winged and robed figure-perhaps Nike 
(Fig. 20) or Psyche-as a disembodied soul and combine this 
motif with a depiction of Odysseus conjuring the dead.7o 
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19 Sardonyx intaglio impression showiIlg Oedipus and the 
Sphinx, Roman, Imperial, 1st century BCE-~)rd century CEo 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Bequest of W. 
Gedney Beatty, 1941 (41.160.707) (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph © The Metropolitan Museum of Art) 
Although echoing classical and late antique precedents, 
the Odysseus vignette innovates on earlier models. Byzantine 
viewers would have drawn from their knowledge of Odys­
seus's adventures and familiarity with ancient and medieval 
iconography to reconcile this unusual scene with the pro­
gram of the bowl. 
Like the preceding roundel, the final vignette is self-con­
tained. Here a male figure distinguished by a highly devel­
oped physique stands between two columns, which frame and 
isolate him (Fig. 21). His body is nude except for a cloak 
hanging from his left shoulder and gold rings encircling his 
ankles, wrists, upper arms, and head. He rests his right hand 
on top of a pillar. From the other column hangs a red 
scabbard. The figure may represent the Greco-Roman hero 
Herakles. Relaxed, front.:"1l depictions of Herakles abound in 
ancient and late antique art, although typically the hero leans 
against his club, positioned vertically with the end resting on 
the ground. In the S. Marco vessel, the hero's pose recalls 
these earlier models, such as the late an tique silver plate 
depicting Zeus (Fig. 15) .71 
Like Odysseus, Herakles traveled to the underworld and 
returned unscathed, most notably to capture Cerberus, the 
three-headed guard dog of Hades, and to retrieve Alkestis, 
the queen of Thessaly, who had agreed to die in place of her 
husband. 72 The capture of Cerberus was mentioned by 
Pseudo-Apollodoros, the first- to second-century author of 
the Bibliotheke, a compendium of information on Greco­
Roman gods and heroes still known in the middle Byzantine 
era. 73 Homer reports that Hermes accompanied Herakles on 
his underworld journey (Odyssey 11.625-26), linking the two 
figures in the iconographic program of the S. Marco bowl. 71 
Herakles' return from the underworld was thought to have 
created portals through which souls of the dead could easily 
pass. These sites were eventually associated with oracular cults 
20 Gem seal showing Nike holding a wreath and a male figure 
holding ears of corn, Roman, carnelian, diarn. y~ in. (1.5 em). 
AmericaIl Numismatic Society, N'ew York, 0000.999.33705 
(artwork in the public domain) 
and necromantic activities?-' Herakles' journeys to the un­
derworld made him a model for those who sought access to 
chthonic realms and 1'orces.7(; This diversity of associations 
\\rith supernatural communications qualifies Herakles to ap­
pear alTIong other diviIlatory figures . 
The readings posited here build on a variety of ancient, 
late antique, and medieval textual and visual sources that 
together argue for the persistence of all iconography of 
pagan divination in the middle Byzantine era. T"ot all the 
classicizing scenes OIl the S. Marco howl directly imitate 
extant Greco-Roman or late antique types, but. these depar­
tures should not be interpreted a priori as evidence of Byz­
antine confusion or ignorance, as has often been maintained . 
The bowl's high level of production and detail of execution 
indicate t.he care invested in this work of art and suggest that 
divergence from classical sources was intentional, an adapta­
tion of antique imagery and themes to accommodate specif· 
ically Byzantine meanings. 
It is certainly true that even if the iconographic identifica­
tions cited above are correct, not every Byzantine viewer 
would have recognized them. Nonetheless, certain of the 
figures depicted possess clear man tic associations~ especially 
the augur, Apollo, Hennes, and Zeus-and could direct the 
reading of less obviously divinatory characters. In this way, 
the overarching themes of antiquity and divination are com­
municated to any viewer with at least some knowledge of the 
literary and visual traditions of these subjects. III fact, the 
obscure identities of some figures might contribute to the 
occult character of the device , th ese rarefied visual references 
implying that full comprehension of the program is reserved 
for those few viewers privy to exclusive d 'ivinatory knowledge. 
The Mechanics of Lecanomancy and Hydromancy 
Together, the seven vignettes on the S. Marco bowl reflect an 
array of mantic associations, including oracular, necroman­
tic, and augural. They depict gods, possibly heroes , and, ill 
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one instance, a pagan priest as agents of occult practice . The 
richness and consistency of the theme signal that the figures 
may well serve more than a merely decorative function. Ac­
cording to the mechanics of divination, pagan gods, demons, 
and the souls of the dead are attracted to powerful and 
evocative images, particularly representations of themselves 
or the actions they are called to perform.77 Such images 
function sympathetically, usually in tandem with magic incan­
tations that are inscribed or spoken. Image and word to­
gether compel otherworldly entities to answer questions 
about future events. According to these operations, the vi~ 
gnettes on the S. Marco bowl serve as visual invocations that 
accompany verbal ones; they attract supernatural entities as 
aids for othen~orldly inquiry. Several of the figures-Hermes, 
Zeus, Odysseus, and the augur-gesture in speech, conveying 
this communicative aim. 7R 
The smaller medallions in the borders may additionally 
buttress the magic efficacy of the bowl (Figs. 1, 2). The 
conjuring of demonic forces was a tricky business and re­
quired carefu'l regulation. During these supernatural interac­
tions, the practitioner had to maintain power over the oth­
erworldly informers. Control was typically achieved by means 
of ritual purity, the strategic use of amulets, and the drawing 
of circles within which magic acts were confined. 7D A mid­
fifteenth-century Italo-Byzantine manuscript includes a rare 
depiction of a lecanomantic ceremony (Biblioteca Universi­
taria di BologIIa MS 3632, fol. 350v) in which the medium sits 
within a sphere drawn on the ground and gazes il1tO a vessel 
that is also circumscribed (Fig. 22) .RO In the S. Marco bowl, 
the circular frames around the vignettes may similarly re­
stnlin the supernatural entities attracted to these scenes. 
Furthermore, the coinlike images of profile busts in the 
interstices could help to control otherworldly beings sum­
moned to inhabit the vessel, as coins, especially ancient ones, 
were believed to possess apotropaic properties.RI 
Finally, the number of large and small medallions, seven 
and fourteen, respectively, may have been significant. Seven 
is a key numeral in late antique magic spells, representing, 
for example, the number of times a phrase should be re­
peated, the number of days required for a procedure, the 
amount of a substance to be used, the number of objects to 
be employed, the number of protective devices to be mar­
shaled, or, of particular significance to the S. Marco vessel, 
the number of gods to be invoked.R2 The presence of seven 
deities and fourteen (two times seven) "coins" may have 
enhanced the bowl's efficacy.R~ 
A fourth-century CE spell recorded among the Greek mag­
ical papyri prescribes the following lecanomantic-hydroman­
tic ritual and gives some sense of the instructions possibly 
available in the middle Byzantine period: 
"Whenever you want to make a divination about things, 
take a bronze vessel, a pan or a dish, of whatever sort you 
like , and put water in it. If you are invoking the heavenly 
gods, use Zeus' rainwater; if you are invoking the under­
world gods, use sea-water; if you are invoking Osiris or 
Sarapis, river-water; if you are invoking the dead, spring­
water. Hold the vessel on your lap. Pour into it the oil of 
unripe olives, and bending over the vessel yourself pro­
claim the spell written out hereafter and call on the god 
21 S. Marco bowl, detail showing Herakles? (artwork in the 
publjc domain; photograph provided by the Procuratoria di 
San Marco, Venice) 
you want. Ask him about the subject you want, and he will 
answer you and tell you about everything. "When he has 
spoken to you, dismiss him with the disrnissal spell. When 
you use this spell, you will be amazed.... Later, when you 
have made your summons, the one summoned will man­
ifest himself, a god or a dead man, and he will answer all 
the questions you put to him.R1 
The text further instructs the practitioner to wear an amulet 
inscribed \.vi.th protective letters in order to guard against the 
powerfu'l forces conjured through this ritual. Like the S. 
Marco vessel, the spell does not limit the practitioner to a 
single source of divination; multiple informants (those of the 
heavens, the underworld, the dead) can be rallied through 
the same process. The spell mentions Zeus- who appears on 
the S. Marco bowl-as the key mediator for communications 
with "heavenly gods." 
Lecanomancy and hydromancy possessed ancient roots but 
were alive and weill in middle Byzantine Constantinople. s5 At 
the beginning of the period, John the Grammarian (d. ca. 
867), the last iconoclast patriarch, was said to have practiced 
lecanomancy, an activity that led to his condemnation as a 
sorcerer.S() Toward the end of the era, a description of a 
hydromantic ceremony performed at the twelfth-century im­
perial court recalls the ritual described in the late antique 
magical papyri and demonstrates the persistence of divina­
tory knowledge over time. The historian Niketas Choniates 
recounts with disapproval how Emperor Andronikos 
Komnenos (r. 1183-85) turned to lecanomancy to proph­
esize the name of his imperial successor. Andronikos "yielded 
himself wholly to those who read the signs of the unknown in 
the waters, wherein certain images of the future are reflected 
like the shining rays of the sun."S7 The supernatural commu­
nicator in this instance , a demon, conveyed answers to the di­
viner's questions through letters revealed in the liquid. The 
I 
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late-twelfth-century legal commentator Theodore Balsamon 
condemned lecanomancy, a prohibition that may in fact 
indicate its vog11e.88 
Interest in the occult-although not necessarily lecano­
maney-is also attested among a circle of eleventh-century 
Constantinopohtan elites, including the scholar and courtier 
Michael Psellos. Psellos was fascinated by the mechanics and 
devices of divination.!:!!) In the Chronographia he claimed to 
know how "stones and herbs and mystic rites induce appari­
tions of divinities.,,'lo Psellos was familiar with the Hermetiw, a 
coUection of first- to third-century magical papYTi purportedly 
originating in ancient Egypt, that address alchemy, astron­
omy, and magic.~JI He also wrote a commentary on the 
Chaldean Oracles, a collection from the second century of 
allegedly divine revelations said to derive frOIll the ancient 
East.~l~ Psellos was an influential figure at the Byzantine court, 
serving as an imperial adviser and as chief of the imperial 
school of philosophy. In this capacity, he encouraged his 
students to study "Hellenic" wisdom, including subjects that 
bordered on the occult.9:~ vVhile taking pride in his esoteric 
knowledge, he insisted that it was purely theoretical and 
claimed not to practice magic. Indeed, a speech Psellos de­
livered to support the prosecution of the patriarch Michael 
Kerularios condemns the latter in part by subtly implicating 
him as a practitioner of unorthodox activities, including leca­
nomancy.94 
As already demonstrated by Emperor Andronikos's prac­
tice of lecanomancy, interest in the occult sciences also ex­
isted among members of the twelfth-century Constantinopo­
litan elite. The imperial princess and scholar Anna Komnene, 
for example, claimed knowledge of astrology, although she 
maintained that she did not practice it herseJf.():' Her con­
temporary the scholar and courtier Michaelltalikos was like­
wise versed in the occult, specifically the Chaldean Oracles, 
although he rejected these teachings as barbarian.96 Despite 
their disavowals, eleventh- and twelfth-century Byzantine schol­
22 Scene of a lecanomant,ic ritual, 
from Dioscorides, Materia medica, 
Italo-Byzan tine, 1440. Biblioteca 
Universitaria di Bologna MS 3632, 
fo!' 350v (artwork in the public 
domain; photograph provided by the 
Biblioteca Universitaria di Bologna) 
ars clearly studied pagan wisdom and confinll the continued 
prevalence of such Learning at the imperial court.'17 While it is 
impossible to know the specific patron of the S. Marco bowl, the 
privileged stratum of medieval Byzantium's court elite provided 
the aesthetic and intellectual climate, as well as the financial 
resources, to commission this deluxe and rarefied o~jcct. 
Eastern Origins of Lecanomancy and Hydromancy 
Like the classicizing iconography, the pseudo-Arabic inscrip­
rions on the S. Marco bowl reflect a complex network of 
divinatory beliefs and practices current in the middle Byzan­
tine era. Following the Greeks and Romans before them, the 
Byzantines associated divination with the learning o[ the 
so-called Persians or Chaldeans, that is, ancient cultures of 
the East.98 For instance, a tenth-century Byzantine "encyclo­
peclia," the Souda, states that sorcery and magic were invented 
by the ancient Persians and Medes.99 Lecanomancy and hy­
dromancy in particular were ascribed "Persian" origins by 
classical and Early Christian authors. loo 
During the middle Byzantine era, contemporary Islamic 
groups were identified as the cultural inheritors of the an­
cient Persians, Medes, and Chaldeans and were therefore 
credited with possessing occult knowledge. Michael Psellos 
stated that individuals of "Persian" derivation were commonly 
assumed to be astrologers and fortune-tellers regardless of 
whether or not they actually possessed knowledge o[ these 
matters. 101 In light of this affiliation, it is a distinct possibility 
that the maker of the S. Marco bowl sought to enhance the 
object'S divinatory power by employing a pseudo-inscription 
derived [rom the Arahic alphabet. The prevailing connection 
of magic with the ancient and medieval East allied Arabic 
letters with the occult and therefore with the classicizing 
imagery of divination on the S. Marco bowl. 
An association of pseudo-Arabic and classicizing imagery 
with divination is also found in the aforementioned eleventh­
century commentary on the Homilies of Gregory of Nazianws 
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23 The Achaeans consult the priestess 
of Athena, from Homilies of Gregory of 
Nazianzos, Byzantine, 11 th century. 
Jerusalem, Greek Patr·,iarchate Library 
cod. Taphou 14, fo!' 1001' (artwork in 
the public domain) 
(Taphou 14). In one illumination (fol. lOOr) the priestess of 
Athena, Xanthippe, consults with the Greek Achaeans. In the 
background, antique statuary indicates a pagan setting, and a 
loom, the attribute of the priestesses, stands at t.he left (Fig. 
23). Remarkably, the fabric suspended from the loom, the 
work of the priestess, is ornamented with a band of pseudo­
Arabic, as is the upper sleeve of Xanthippe's robe.102 The 
Byzantine maker invented the milieu of an ancient Greek 
oracle by combining the classicizing device of antique sculp­
ture with the exoticizing device of pseudo-Arabic. The eclec­
ticism of Taphou 14 and the S. Marco bowl are not random 
or purely aesthetic, as scholars often suppose. In each work of 
art, classicizing and exoticizing motifs illustrate a specifically 
Byzantine conception of divination as associated with both 
ancient pagan and contemporary Islamic cultures. 
Lest we discredit Byzantine affiliat.ion of the occult with the 
Arabic-speaking world as mere superstition or bias, it must be 
noted that Islamic groups not only were perceived as the 
cultural descendants of the ancient Persians and Chaldeans, 
from whom lecanornancy and hydromancy were though t to 
originate, but also were believed to have preserved and trans­
mitted ancient Greek learning on occult subjects. During the 
Abbasid translation movement of the eighth to tenth centu­
ries, among the books converted from Greek to Arabic were 
works on astrology and other categories of potentially unor­
thodox knowledge. I03 
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that positions Byzantine users and makers not as imitators or 
passive conduits of the antique and the foreign but rather as 
active interpreters. 
The elite owner of the S. Marco bowl satisfied unorthodox 
intellectual and supernarural interests by marshaling the im­
agery and language of non-Christian cultures to empower 
this divinatory tool. In magic traditions inherited from antiq­
uity, words and images share an essential role, endowing 
objects with supernatural force. The classicizing imagery and 
exoticizing script on the S. Marco bowl facilitate divination, 
while allowing the maker of the object to employ exclusively 
non-Christian, non-Byzantine sources for occult purposes. 
The bowl reflects an engagement with antique and Islamic 
sources that is well infonned, if not erudite, and anything but 
generic. 
This conclusion refutes an interpretation of the Byzantine 
appropriation of Islamicizing, and even classicizing, motifs as 
derivative, confused, and meaningless. The S. Marco bowl 
demands that the modern viewer rethink familiar categories 
of the antique, the exotic, and the secular in the medieval 
world. The vessel illuminates the hybrid nature of divination 
as both ancient and Islamic and provides insight into the 
means by which occult knowledge was pursued and preserved 
in Byzantium. Ultimately, this delicate, unassuming glass 
bowl makes a profound statement about medieval Christian 
Ilegotiation of visual and textual traditions from the Greco­
Roman and Islamic worlds. As such, it offers valuable and 
rare perspective on how Byzantine material and intellectual 
culture maintained a dynamic , meaningful, and complex 
connection with non-Christian traditions, both past and 
present. 
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